MEETINGS IN BALTIMORE AND VIRGINIA YEARLY MEETINGS

by Willna Ann Uebrick-Pacheli

This is an attempt to list all of the meetings which have existed since the early 17th century in Virginia Yearly Meeting and Baltimore Yearly Meeting (including Baltimore Yearly Meeting Hicksite, Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox, Baltimore Yearly Meeting Wilburite, and Baltimore Yearly Meeting United).

The paper begins with a brief history of Baltimore Yearly Meeting and Virginia Yearly Meeting. Next is a list of all quarterly and half-yearly meetings. This is followed by a state by state list of subordinate meetings (consisting of the states of Delaware, District of Columbia, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, and "state unknown" for those meetings which could not be more firmly identified as to location).

Finally is a list of all meetings. These meetings are numbered in alphabetical order and cross-references for variant spellings and other names are included in the numerical sequence. Each primary listing shows the name of the meeting, its location, superior meeting (if known), date established (which may be the date it became a monthly meeting or may be the date it was first mentioned as a meeting), date laid down (if applicable and known, "NA" indicates "not applicable" when the meeting is still in existence), contact person (usually the clerk of current meetings), records ("m/f" indicates records copied on microfilm at the Maryland Hall of Records but it is hoped that eventually this section will note the location of the meetings records if not held at the meeting itself), historical notes, and a "see also" if additional information may be found in the history of another meeting.

The author begs indulgence for errors and requests any additional information the reader may have to make this listing more complete.

[February 1989 Draft]
TRANSCRIPTOR'S NOTES

I based this document on the 20 February 1989 draft of Willna Ann Uebrick-Pacheli's *Meetings in Baltimore and Virginia Yearly Meetings*. Though I had a different scope of research, I used her work as a source for most Maryland and Virginia entries in my work then or shortly later entitled *Monthly Meetings in North America: An Index*, with its First Formal Edition published in 1992, and now posted as the website www.QuakerMeetings.com. Willna died a few months after sending me the draft, though I did not hear of her death for many months. Twenty years later, with new technology I learned how to scan her 1989 work to a PDF and then transfer it into a word-processing program for printing as a searchable PDF document.

Others will immediately note that such conversions introduce various errors. I did not have the sophistication to see that early in the process, so I needed to manually edit the Microsoft Word document converted from the scan to restore Willna's formatting. While restoring the original formatting, I incorporated the handwritten corrections and additions that Willna had made in 1989. I also corrected a handful of obvious typographical errors, but I did not attempt to correct all content errors. If I added something not implicit in Willna's 1989 draft, like a State that I knew, I noted "TCH" as the source.

My last change was to delete most blank lines. In 1989 Willna was still in the middle of compiling and correcting her list, so she put blank lines in most entries for such information as Records [location], Contact Person, and years the meeting was Established and Laid Down. When preparing this transcript for publication in portable document format, to reduce the size of the file I deleted many of the blank lines for contact person and records location. Willna did much helpful and some amazing work, but for health reasons she could not finish it and I do not see any reason to keep the blank lines.

Willna's family has now authorized the publication and circulation of this work. I disclaim any copyright in my work reflected herein.

Thomas C. Hill
Charlottesville, VA
September 2010 and April 2011
Baltimore Yearly Meeting

(Baltimore Yearly Meeting Hicksite)
(Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox)
(Baltimore Yearly Meeting Wilburite)

Baltimore Yearly Meeting was established under the name West River Yearly Meeting in April 1672. Its name was changed to Maryland Yearly Meeting in 1763, and in 1790 it was changed again to the Yearly Meeting of Friends held in Baltimore for the Western-shore of Maryland and the Adjacent Parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia. At a later date the name was changed to Baltimore Yearly Meeting. In 1790 an agreement was reached with Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (then called the Yearly Meeting of Pennsylvania) in which the meetings located on the Eastern Shore went to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and Warrington Quarterly Meeting in Pennsylvania and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting in Virginia went to Baltimore Yearly Meeting. In 1813 meetings west of the Alleghany mountains separated to form Ohio Yearly Meeting. In 1828 the yearly meeting split into Baltimore Yearly Meeting Hicksite and Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox, with about four-fifths joining the Hicksites and one-fifth joining the Orthodox. In 1843 when Virginia Yearly Meeting Orthodox was laid down, those Friends joined Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox. In 1854 Friends from Little Britain and Nottingham Monthly Meetings Orthodox withdrew to join Wilburite Friends and form a third Baltimore Yearly Meeting which lasted until 1868 when it was laid down. In 1866 Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting in Iowa joined Baltimore Yearly Meeting Hicksite and remained until 1875 when it helped form Illinois Yearly Meeting. Baltimore Yearly Meeting Hicksite and Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox reunited in 1968, with the few pastoral meetings in southern Virginia leaving to join North Carolina Yearly Meeting.
Virginia Yearly Meeting

The first general meeting in Virginia was held in 1673. Virginia Yearly Meeting was formally established ca. 1684. The first quarterly meeting was founded by George Fox in 1673 and consisted of Nansemond, Chuckatuck, Surry, and Pagan Creek Monthly Meetings. The second quarterly meeting established consisted of Curles, Cedar Creek, Upper Goose Creek, and Lower Goose Creek Monthly Meetings. In 1828 the entire yearly meeting became an Orthodox yearly meeting. Virginia Yearly Meeting was laid down in 1843 with the remaining meetings joining Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox as Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox.
Delaware Meetings

14. Appoquinimink Meeting
65. Camden Monthly Meeting
124. Duck Creek Monthly Meeting
219. Little Creek Monthly Meeting
253. Motherkill Monthly Meeting
260. Murderkill Meeting SEE Camden Monthly Meeting, Duck Creek Monthly Meeting and Motherkill Monthly Meeting
District of Columbia Meetings

147. Florida Avenue Meeting  SEE  Washington, Friends Meeting of
151. Friends Meeting of Washington  SEE  Washington, Friends Meeting of
193. Irving Street Monthly Meeting Orthodox  SEE  Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox
195. I Street Meeting  SEE  Alexandria Monthly Meeting, VA
413. Washington, Friends Meeting of
415. Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox
442A. William Penn House Worship Group
Indiana Meetings

268. New Garden Meeting
437. Whitewater Monthly Meeting [TCH]
Iowa Meetings

236. Marietta Meeting
318. Prairie Grove Monthly Meeting
407. Wapsinonoc Meeting
Maryland Meetings

2. Adelphi Monthly Meeting
3. Aisquith Street Meeting SEE Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
5. Allegany Mountain Friends Preparative Meeting
8. Annapessex Meeting
9. Annapolis Monthly Meeting
10. Annapessex Meeting SEE Annapessex Meeting
11. Anne's [Ann's], Queen, Meeting SEE Greensboro Meeting
16. Ashton Monthly Meeting Orthodox
20. Baltimore Meeting for Ministry and Oversight SEE Baltimore Preparative Meeting

22. Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Western District SEE Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
23. Baltimore Preparative Meeting for Ministry and Oversight SEE Baltimore Preparative Meeting for the Eastern and Western Districts Orthodox
24. Baltimore Preparative Meeting for the Eastern and Western Districts [Orthodox]
27. Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
30. Bayside Meeting
42. Bethesda Monthly Meeting
43. Betty's Cove Meeting
51. Bogerternorton Meeting SEE Poccatynorton Meeting
54. Broad Creek Preparative Meeting
56. Brogerternorton [Bogerternorton] Meeting SEE Poccatynorton Meeting and Mulberry Grove Meeting
61. Bush Creek Meeting
62. Bush River Monthly Meeting
69. Cecil Monthly Meeting
74. Centre Meeting
79. Centre Monthly Meeting
86. Chester Monthly Meeting
88. Chester, Head of, Meeting SEE Head of Chester Meeting
89. Chester Neck Meeting
91. Choptank Meeting
98. Cliffs Monthly Meeting [Cliffs]
99. Cold Spring Meeting SEE Monocacy Preparative Meeting
99A. College Park Meeting SEE Adelphia Monthly Meeting
104. Courtland Street Meeting SEE Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
113. Darlington Meeting
114. Deer Creek Monthly Meeting
115. Deer Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox
119. Diamond Ridge Meeting
Maryland Meetings (continued)

132. East Nottingham Preparative Meeting  
135. Elk Ridge Preparative Meeting  
136. Eutaw Street Meeting  SEE  Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]  
140. Fairhill Boarding School  
144. Federal Hill Gospel Mission Meeting Orthodox  
149. Forrest Monthly Meeting  
150. Frederick Meeting  
165. Greensboro Meeting  
168. Gunpowder Monthly Meeting  
169. Gunpowder Preparative Meeting Orthodox  
175. Head of Chester Meeting  
178. Herring Creek Monthly Meeting  
179. Herring Run Meeting  SEE  Herring Creek Monthly Meeting  
182. Homewood Monthly Meeting  SEE  Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]  
190. Indiana Spring Monthly Meeting  
191. Indian Spring Preparative Meeting Orthodox  
201. Joseph Nichols  SEE  Nicholite Monthly Meetings  
202. Kent Island Meeting  
212. Light Street Local Business Meeting Orthodox  SEE  Federal Hill Gospel Mission Meeting Orthodox and Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]  
218. Little Choptank Meeting  
221. Little Falls Monthly Meeting  
223. Lombard Street Meeting  SEE  Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting  
237. Marshy Creek Meeting  
250. Monie [Munny] Meeting  
251. Monocacy Preparative Meeting  
252A. Monoquesy  SEE  Monocacy Preparative Meeting  
257. Mulberry Grove Meeting  
258. Munny Meeting  SEE  Monie Meeting  
264. Neck Meeting  
277. Northwest Fork Meeting  
278. Northwest Fork Meeting  [TCH]  
279. Northwest Fork Monthly Meeting  
285. Octoraro Meeting  SEE  Octoraro Particular Meeting  
286. Octoraro Particular Meeting  
287. Old Gunpowder Meeting  SEE  Gunpowder Monthly Meeting  
289. Old Town Meeting  SEE  Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting  
295. Park Avenue Meeting  SEE  Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting  
296. Patapsco Monthly Meeting  SEE  Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting  
297. Patapsco Forest Monthly Meeting  SEE  Forrest Monthly Meeting  
299. Patuxent Meeting  
300. Patuxent Preparative Meeting  
301. Patuxent Monthly Meeting Orthodox
Maryland Meetings (continued)

304. Pickawaxen Meeting
307. Pine Grove Meeting SEE Northwest Fork Monthly Meeting
308. Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting
309. Pocatynoran [Pocatynorton] Meeting SEE Poccatynorton Meeting
310. Poccatynorton Meeting
311. Poolesville Meeting
320. Preston Monthly Meeting SEE Marshy Creek Meeting
321. Preston Monthly Meeting SEE Northwest Fork Meeting
325. Purcellville Meeting SEE Sillicott Springs Meeting Orthodox
326. Queen Anne's Meeting
327. Queen Anne's [Anns] Meeting SEE Greensboro Meeting
347. Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting
348. Sassafras Meeting
353. Severn River Meeting
358. Sillicott [Silcott] Springs Meeting Orthodox
362. Snow Hill Meeting SEE Marshy Creek Meeting
378. Stony Run Meeting SEE Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
382. Susquehanna Meeting [TCH]
385. Swan [Swann] Creek Meeting
390. Third Haven Monthly Meeting
391. Transquaking Meeting
392. Tred-Avon Meeting SEE Third Haven Monthly Meeting
393. Tuckahoe Meeting
394. Tuckahoe Neck Meeting SEE Neck Meeting
395. Tuckahoe Neck Meeting [TCH]
430. West Nottingham Preparative Meeting
431. West River Monthly Meeting
Ohio Meetings

76. Centre Monthly Meeting
100. Concord Meeting
133. Elk Monthly Meeting
242. Miami Monthly Meeting
245. Middletown Monthly Meeting
269. New Garden Meeting
342. Salem Monthly Meeting
355. Short Creek Monthly Meeting
377. Stillwater Meeting
422. West Branch Monthly Meeting
437. Whitewater Monthly Meeting [actually, Indiana TCH]
Pennsylvania Meetings

18. Bald Eagle Meeting
36. Bellefonte Meeting Orthodox
37. Bendersville Preparative Meeting Orthodox
53. Brick Meeting House SEE East Nottingham Preparative Meeting and Nottingham Monthly Meeting
67. Carlisle Meeting
77. Centre Monthly Meeting
78. Centre Monthly Meeting Orthodox
80. Centre Preparative Meeting
110. Curwensville Monthly Meeting Orthodox
123. Drumore Meeting
126. Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting
127. Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox
131. Eastland Meeting
141. Fallowfield Meeting
143. Fawn Meeting
146. Fishertown Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
155. Gettysburg Monthly Meeting
172. Half Moon Valley Meeting
188. Huntington Meeting
189. Huntington Monthly Meeting Orthodox
216. Little Britain--Penn Hill Monthly Meeting
220. Little Elk Meeting
240. Menallen Monthly Meeting
249. Monalin Monthly Meeting SEE Menallen Monthly Meeting
252. Monongahela Meeting SEE Redstone Meeting
267. Newberry Meeting
270. New Garden Meeting SEE Nottingham Monthly Meeting
281. Nottingham Monthly Meeting
282. Nottingham Monthly Meeting Orthodox
293. Oxford Meeting
302. Penn Hill Meeting SEE Little Britain-Penn Hill Meeting
322. Providence Meeting
329. Redlands Meeting SEE Newberry Meeting
330. Redstone Meeting
341. Sadsbury Meeting
346. Sandy Hill Meeting
351. Seimiro Meeting SEE Skimino Meeting
359. Skimino Meeting
376. State College Monthly Meeting
409. Warrington Monthly Meeting
421. West Branch Monthly Meeting
Pennsylvania Meetings (continued)

429. Westland Monthly Meeting
446. York Monthly Meeting
447. York and Warwick Meeting  SEE Warwick Meeting and York Monthly Meeting
448. Yorktown Meeting  SEE York Monthly Meeting
Virginia Meetings

1. Accomac [Acomac] Meeting SEE Guilford Meeting
4. Alexandria Monthly Meeting
6. Altewateler Meeting SEE Burley Meeting
7. Amelia Meeting
12. Apple Pie Ridge Meeting SEE Lower Ridge Meeting
15. Ashland Vineyard Worship Group
17. Back Creek Meeting
28. Banister Particular Meeting
29. Barbican Meeting SEE Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
31. Beachwater Meeting SEE Surry Monthly Meeting
32. Bear Garden Meeting
33. Beaver Dam Meeting
34. Bedford Meeting SEE South River Meeting
38. Benjamin Pattison's Meeting SEE Gravelly Run Particular Meeting
39. Bennetts Creek Meeting
41. Bethel Meeting [Orthodox]
44. Binsford's Meeting
45. Black Creek Meeting
47. Black Creek Meeting
48. Blacksburg Monthly Meeting SEE Roanoke-Blacksburg Monthly Meeting
52. Branch Meeting SEE Western Branch Monthly Meeting
55. Broadway Meeting SEE Smiths Creek Meeting
56A. Burgandy Farm Worship Group
57. Bullskin Meeting SEE Berkeley Meeting
58. Burleigh Meeting SEE Burley Meeting
60. Burlington Meeting SEE Landley's, Robert, Meeting
63. Buskin Levin's Meeting (or Levin Buskin's Meeting)
64. Butler's Meeting SEE Will Butler's Meeting
66. Camp Creek Particular Meeting
68. Caroline Particular Meeting
70. Cedar Creek Meeting SEE Mount Pleasant Meeting
71. Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting
72. Cedar Creek Meeting Orthodox
75. Centre Meeting SEE Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting
83. Centre Winchester Monthly Meeting SEE Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting
83A. Charles City Monthly Meeting
84. Charlottesville Monthly Meeting
90. Chickahominy Swamp Meeting SEE White Oak Swamp Meeting
93. Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting
95. Chukkatuck Meeting SEE Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting
Virginia Meetings (continued)

96. Clearbrook Meeting  SEE  Hopewell Monthly Meeting
97. Clearbrook Center Meeting  SEE  Hopewell Monthly Meeting
102. Corinth Monthly Meeting
103. Corotomen [Corrotoman] Meeting
105. Crooked Run Monthly Meeting
106. Culpepper [Culpeper] Meeting
107. Curatoman Meeting  SEE  Corotomen Meeting
108. Curles Monthly Meeting
111. Dan Meeting  SEE  Banister Particular Meeting
112. Daniel Mifflin Meeting  SEE  Swansqu Meeting
116. Denbigh Meeting  SEE  Warwick Meeting
117. Denby Meeting  SEE  Warwick Meeting
118. Derascoe Neck Meeting  SEE  Terrasco Neck Meeting
121. Douglas Meeting
122. Dover Meeting  SEE  Genanto Meeting
125. Duff William’s Meeting  [William Duff’s Meeting]
129. Durham Meeting
137. Fairfax Monthly Meeting
142. Fawcett’s Meeting  SEE  Mount Pleasant Meeting
145. Fine Creek Meeting
148. Fork Creek Particular Meeting
152. Gap Meeting  [Gap at Short Hill]
153. Gap at Short Hill  SEE  Gap Meeting
154. Genanto [Geneto][Genito] Meeting
156. Golansville Meeting  SEE  Caroline Particular Meeting
157. Goose Creek Meeting
158. Goose Creek Monthly Meeting
159. Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox
161. Grassy Swamp Meeting  SEE  Swamp Meeting
162. Gravelly Run Particular Meeting
163. Gravel Springs Meeting
166. Green Spring Meeting  SEE  Camp Creek Particular Meeting
167. Guilford [Guilford Creek] Meeting
171. Hackney’s Meeting  SEE  Lower Ridge Meeting
173. Halifax Meeting  SEE  Banister Particular Meeting
174. Harrisonburg Monthly Meeting
177. Henrico Monthly Meeting
180. Hill, Gap at Short, Meeting  SEE  Gap Meeting
181. Hills Creek Meeting
183. Hope Meeting  SEE  Binsford’s Meeting
183. Hopewell Monthly Meeting
184. Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox
187. Hunnicutt’s Meeting
194. Isle of Wight Meeting  SEE  Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting, Pagan Creek Meeting, and Western Branch Meeting
Virginia Meetings (continued)

195. I Street Meeting [DC]  SEE Alexandria Monthly Meeting
196. Ivy Creek Meeting
197. Jesse Pugh's Meeting  SEE Back Creek Meeting
198. Johnson's Meeting  SEE Amelia Meeting
199. Johnson's Meeting  [TCH]
200. Joseph Lupton’s Meeting  SEE Upper Ridge Meeting
203. Kirby's Meeting  SEE Banister Particular Meeting
204. Ladd's Meeting  SEE Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting
205. Langley Hill Monthly Meeting
206. Langley's Robert, Meeting
207. Lawnes Creek Meeting
208. Leesburg Meeting
209. Levin Buskin's Meeting  SEE Buskin Levin's Meeting
210. Levi Neck Meeting  SEE Pagan Creek Meeting
211. Lexington Preparative Meeting
213. Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox
214. Little Britain Monthly Meeting Orthodox
215. Little Britain--Eastland Monthly Meeting
222. Lively Worship Group
224. Long Neck Meeting  SEE Pagan Creek Meeting
224A. Lower Meeting  SEE Goose Creek Monthly Meeting
225. Lower Monthly Meeting  SEE Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting and Western Branch Monthly Meeting
228. Lower Goose Creek Meeting  SEE Goose Creek, Bedford
229. Lower Ridge Meeting
230. Lupton's, Joseph, Meeting  SEE Upper Ridge Meeting
231. Lupton's Ridge Meeting  SEE Upper Ridge Meeting
232. Lynchburg Meeting  SEE South River Meeting
233. Machadocks Meeting  SEE Upper Machodocks Meeting
234. Magothay Bay Meeting
235. Man Neck, Old, Meeting  SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
238. Marshy Creek Meeting  SEE Murdaugh’s Meeting
239. Mattschonick Meeting  SEE Upper Machodocks Meeting
241. Merchant's Hope Meeting  SEE Binsford's Meeting
246. Midlothian Worship Group
247. Mifflin, Daniel, Meeting  SEE Swansquil Meeting
254. Mount Pleasant Meeting
255. Mount Poney [Pony] Meeting  SEE Southland Meeting
256. Muddy Creek Meeting  SEE Guilford Meeting
259. Murdaugh's Meeting
261. Nansemond Monthly Meeting
263. Nassawadox Meeting
265. Neck, Old Man, Meeting  SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
266. Neill Chapel
271. New Kent Meeting  SEE Black Creek Meeting
Virginia Meetings (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting Number</th>
<th>Meeting Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>New Market Meeting SEE Smiths Creek Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>Norfolk Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>Northampton Meeting SEE Nassawadox Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>Nottingham Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td>Old Man Neck Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>Opeckon Meeting SEE Hopewell Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291</td>
<td>Opequan Meeting SEE Hopewell Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>Orange Meeting SEE Douglas Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>Nottingham Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>Pattison's Meeting SEE Amelia Meeting and Gravelly Run Particular Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>Peter Skinner's Meeting SEE Duff William's Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Picquinoqui Swamp Meeting SEE Swamp Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>Pie Ridge, Apple, Meeting SEE Lower Ridge Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>Potomac Creek Meeting SEE Stafford Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>Potomac Run Meeting SEE Stafford Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>Potts Meeting SEE Gap Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>317</td>
<td>Potts Meeting at the Gap SEE Gap Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>Pugh's, Jesse, Meeting SEE Back Creek Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>Rasgoneck Meeting SEE Terrasco Neck Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>Reston Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>Richmond Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>Ridge Meeting SEE Lower Ridge Meeting and Upper Ridge Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>Roanoke-Blacksburg Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>Robert Landley's Meeting SEE Gravelly Run Particular Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>Rock [Rocky] Glen Meeting Orthodox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>Rockingham Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>Sadler's Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>349</td>
<td>Seacoast Particular Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>Sedley Meeting SEE Black Creek Meeting and Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>Seneca Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>Shennandoah Meeting SEE Smiths Creek Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357</td>
<td>Short Hill Meeting SEE Gap Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>Skinner Peter's Meeting SEE Duff William's Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361</td>
<td>Smiths Creek Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>Southampton Meeting SEE Black Creek Meeting and Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>South Branch Meeting SEE Buskin Levin's Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>South Fork Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>South Fork Preparative Meeting Orthodox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>369</td>
<td>Southland Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>South River Monthly Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>371</td>
<td>Southward Meeting SEE Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373</td>
<td>Stafford Meeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Virginia Meetings (continued)

374. Stanton's Meeting SEE Stanton Preparative Meeting
375. Stanton Preparative Meeting
379. Sugar Loaf Mountain Meeting
380. Summerton Meeting SEE Somerton Meeting
381. Surry [Surrey] County Monthly Meeting
383. Swamp Meeting
384. Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting SEE Swamp Meeting
386. Swansqul Meeting
388. Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting
389. Terrasco Neck Meeting
397. Upper Monthly Meeting
400. Upper Machodocks Meeting
401. Upper Ridge Meeting
402. Upperville Meeting
403. Vick's Meeting
403A. Vienna Worship Group SEE Langley Hill Monthly Meeting
406. Wainoak Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
408. Wards Meeting SEE Sadler's Meeting
412. Warwick Meeting
416. Washington Worship Group
417. Waterford Meeting SEE Fairfax Monthly Meeting
418. Wayne Oak [Wayneoak] Particular Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
419. Wayne Oak Swamp Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
420. Waynoak Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
426. Western Branch Monthly Meeting
432. Weyanoke [Wayne Oak] Particular Meeting
434. Whippanoch Meeting SEE Amelia Meeting
435. White Oak Particular Meeting SEE White Oak Swamp Meeting
436. White Oak Swamp Meeting
438. Whyanoak Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
439. Wyanock Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
440. Wyanoke Meeting SEE Weyanoke Particular Meeting
441. Will Butler's [Butler's] Meeting
442. William Duff's Meeting SEE Duff William's Meeting
443. Williamsburg Monthly Meeting
444. Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting
445. Woodlawn Meeting SEE Alexandria Monthly Meeting
West Virginia Meetings

35. Beeson's Meeting  SEE  Providence Meeting
40. Berkeley Meeting
57. Bullskin Meeting  SEE  Berkeley Meeting
82. Centre Valley Monthly Meeting  SEE  Elk Horn Valley Monthly Meeting Orthodox
120. Dillons Run Meeting [Dillon's Run Meeting]
134. Elk Horn Valley Monthly Meeting Orthodox
164. Great Cacapon Meeting  SEE  Dillons Run
176. Head of Wheeling Meeting  SEE  Wheeling Meeting
186. Howard's Lick Meeting
217. Little Cacapon Meeting
244. Middle Creek Meeting
248. Mill Creek Meeting
276. North Fork Particular Meeting
323. Providence Meeting
335. Rithland Preparative Meeting
344. Sandy Creek Meeting
345. Sandy Creek Glades Meeting  SEE  Sandy Creek Meeting
396. Tuscararo Meeting  SEE  Providence Meeting
433. Wheeling Meeting
State Unknown Meetings

199. Johnson's Meeting [Southampton County, VA]
278. Northwest Fork Meeting [Caroline County, MD  TCH]
382. Susquehanna Meeting [probably Talbot County, MD - SEE no. 30  TCH]
395. Tuckahoe Neck Meeting [Caroline County, MD  TCH]
1. MEETING: Accomac [Acomac] Meeting
   SEE: Guilford Meeting

2. MEETING: Adelphi Monthly Meeting
   LOCATION: 2303 Metzerott Road, Adelphi, MD 20793
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting
   ESTABLISHED: 1953
   LAID DOWN: NA
   HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Established as a worship group in 1953 at the University of Maryland from
   the former Irving Street Monthly Meeting Orthodox in Washington, DC. Came to be known as College Park
   Meeting. The building on Metzerott Road was purchased in 1956. Became a United meeting in 1955.
   SEE ALSO: Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox

3. MEETING: Aisquith Street Meeting
   SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
4. MEETING: Alexandria Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: US Rt. 1 at Woodlawn Road, Alexandria, Fairfax County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1783  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1802-1953 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) A meeting for worship at Alexandria was reported as early as 1783, subordinate to Fairfax Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. A preparative meeting was established at Alexandria in 1794. The first meeting house was built on the west side of St. Asaph Street in 1785. Established as a monthly meeting October 21, 1802. A second meeting house was built in 1809 at the corner of Wolf Street and St. Asaph Street. It was sold in 1885 since membership then centered at Woodlawn and Washington, DC. In 1914 the graveyard property on Queen Street in Alexandria was deeded to the City Hospital Board. The graveyard property was later turned over to the Alexandria City Library which was built on top of the cemetery. The meeting became a Hicksite meeting in 1828. Woodlawn was established as an Indulged Meeting in 1847 under the care of Alexandria Monthly Meeting. Woodlawn first met at Woodlawn Plantation but a meeting house was built in 1851. This is the meeting house still in use. Woodlawn became the site of the monthly meeting in 1882 and alternated as the monthly meeting site with the Hicksite meeting in Washington. The meeting in Washington was established as an indulged meeting in 1797 under the care of Indian Spring Monthly Meeting. October 24, 1806 it became a preparative meeting. November 20, 1817, it was transferred to Alexandria Monthly Meeting. The first meeting house was built at 1811 I Street, NW, in 1810-11, rebuilt in 1879, and sold ca. 1935. Between 1882 and 1930 the Alexandria Monthly Meeting met on alternate months at Woodlawn and Washington. It then met exclusively at the I Street Meeting House until that meeting house was sold. From 1935 to January 1970, Alexandria Monthly Meeting met at Florida Avenue Meeting House while meetings for worship continued to be held at Woodlawn.

5. MEETING: Allegany Mountain Friends Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: Cumberland, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting held in members' homes.

6. MEETING: Altewateler Meeting  
SEE: Burley Meeting
7. MEETING: Amelia Meeting  
LOCATION: Amelia County, VA, on Appomattox River near Deep Creek  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting until ca. 1760 and Henrico Monthly Meeting thereafter, Virginia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1721  
LAID DOWN: 1789  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Settled in 1718. In 1762 it was subordinate to Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting. Also known as Johnson's, Appomatox, Appomattox, Whippanoch, and Pattison’s Meetings.

8. MEETING: Annamessex Meeting  
LOCATION: Somerset County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Lower Quarterly Meeting [Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting?]  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1672  
LAID DOWN: disappeared between 1700-1720  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Upper Machodocks Meeting was subordinate to Annamessex Meeting for a time. Also known as Annemessex Meeting.

9. MEETING: Annapolis Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: 208 Chesapeake Avenue, Annapolis, MD 21403  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1964  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Began meeting in 1962 at St. John's College.

10. MEETING: Annamessex Meeting  
SEE: Annamessex Meeting

11. MEETING: Anne's [Ann's], Queen, Meeting  
SEE: Greensboro Meeting

12. MEETING: Apple Pie Ridge Meeting  
SEE: Lower Ridge Meeting

SEE: Burley Meeting and Amelia Meeting

14. MEETING: Appoquinimink Meeting  
LOCATION: New Castle County, DE
15. MEETING: Ashland Vineyard Worship Group
LOCATION: east of Ashland, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Richmond Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1987
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meets twice monthly.

16. MEETING: Ashton Monthly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: Montgomery County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1881
LAID DOWN: United with Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting in 1949
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1887-1903 (m/f), monthly meeting 1887-1950 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a particular meeting in 1881 under Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox. Became a monthly meeting in 1887.
SEE ALSO: Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting

* B *

17. MEETING: Back Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Frederick County, VA, near Gainesboro
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1754
LAID DOWN: 1829
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Jesse Pugh’s Meeting which, between 1761 and 1790, was subordinate to Hopewell Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

18. MEETING: Bald Eagle Meeting
LOCATION: North side of Bald Eagle Creek, Unionville, Centre County [Clearfield County?], PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Centre Monthly Meeting, Centre Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: Settled ca. 1800, established as Preparative Meeting of Centre Monthly Meeting in 1824
LAID DOWN: Discontinued by 1936
19. MEETING: Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
LOCATION: 3107 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1829
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: 1828-1958 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Established as Courtland Meeting Orthodox, in 1829, moved to Eutaw and Monument Streets in 1867, and Homewood in 1921. Included at various times: Baltimore Preparative Meeting for the Eastern and Western Districts Orthodox, Indian Spring Preparative Meeting, Gunpowder Preparative Meeting, Washington [DC] Preparative Meeting, Huntington Meeting, Patuxent Preparative Meeting, Bendersville Preparative Meeting, and the Light Street Local Business Meeting. Also known as the Eutaw Street Meeting and the Courtland Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox

20. MEETING: Baltimore Meeting for Ministry and Oversight
SEE: Baltimore Preparative Meeting for Eastern and Western Districts Orthodox

21. MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Eastern District
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

22. MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Western District
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

23. MEETING: Baltimore Preparative Meeting for Ministry and Oversight
SEE: Baltimore Preparative Meeting for the Eastern and Western Districts Orthodox

24. MEETING: Baltimore Preparative Meeting for the Eastern and Western Districts [Orthodox]
LOCATION: Baltimore, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1828 LAID DOWN:
RECORDS: 1828-1930 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Laid down in 1873 but reestablished in 1878 as the Baltimore Preparative Meeting for Ministry and Oversight in 1878. The word "Preparative" was dropped from the title in 1906.
SEE ALSO: Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
25. MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting
   LOCATION: Baltimore, Md
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting
   ESTABLISHED: 1679
   LAID DOWN: Renamed Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting in 1968.
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Established in 1679 as Western Shore Quarterly Meeting.
   Became Baltimore Quarterly Meeting in 1790. The meeting met at Herring
   Creek, 1682-1750, West River, 1750-90, and Baltimore, 1790-
   SEE ALSO: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting

26. MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting [Orthodox]
   LOCATION: Baltimore, MD
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox
   ESTABLISHED: 1828
   LAID DOWN: Reunited with Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Hicksite in August 1968 to
   form Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Originally included the Orthodox Monthly Meetings in Fairfax
   Quarterly Meeting. Deer Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox joined the quarter in
   1854. In 1887 Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox in Loudoun County, VA, and
   Ashton Monthly Meeting Orthodox in Montgomery County, MD, joined the
   quarter. In 1963 the quarter consisted of Baltimore Homewood Monthly Meeting
   Orthodox and Deer Creek, Fishertown, and Sandy Spring United Monthly
   Meetings.
   SEE ALSO: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting
27. MEETING: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: 5116 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21210
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 4q12
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: Patapsco Monthly Meeting, 1776-1807 (m/f); Baltimore Preparative Meeting, 1776-1930 (m/f) (called Patapsco Preparative Meeting until 1781); Baltimore Monthly Meeting, 1647-1932 (m/f); Baltimore Monthly Meeting, Eastern District, 1794-1819 (m/f); Baltimore Preparative Meeting, Eastern District, 1807-1916 (m/f); Baltimore Monthly Meeting, Western District and Baltimore Monthly Meeting, 1647-1961 (m/f); and Baltimore Preparative Meeting, Western District, 1813-1915 (m/f)

HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) In 1679 Patapsco Meeting was established. Prior to 1739 it was subordinate to Clifts Monthly Meeting. In 1739 it came under the care of Gunpowder Monthly Meeting. In 1762 Patapsco Meeting was subordinate to Gunpowder Monthly Meeting. It moved to Aisquith Street in 1781 from its old location in Baltimore County to the eastern side of Jones Falls at Aisquith and Fayette Streets. It was also known as the Old Town Meeting. It was thereafter designated as Baltimore Meeting (also known as the Aisquith Street Meeting). By 1776 it had become a preparative meeting. It became a Monthly Meeting in 1792. United with Elk Ridge Preparative Meeting in 1799. Another meeting house on Lombard Street was begun in 1805. In 1807 Baltimore Monthly Meeting divided into two separate meetings: Baltimore Monthly Meeting of the Eastern District held at Aisquith Street, and the Baltimore Monthly Meeting of the Western District composed of the Lombard Street Meeting and the Elk Ridge Preparative Meeting. In 1819 the Eastern District Meeting was demoted to a preparative meeting subordinate to the Baltimore Monthly Meeting Western District. Both Aisquith Street and Lombard Street properties were retained by the Hicksites in 1828. Aisquith Street Meeting House was sold to the City of Baltimore in 1926. In 1864 the name "Baltimore Monthly Meeting" was given to the Baltimore Hicksite Meeting which held meeting houses on Lombard Street, Park Avenue, and at Stony Run. The Lombard Street meeting house was sold in 1887. The new meeting house at Park Avenue and Laurens Street was opened in May 1889. The Meeting moved to Stony Run in 1952. It was also known as the Lombard Street Meeting, Old Town Meeting, Aisquith Street Meeting, Patapsco Meeting, Park Avenue Meeting, and the Stony Run Meeting.
28. **MEETING**: Banister Particular Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Halifax County, VA, on the drafts of Difficult Creek  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: South River Monthly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED**: 1758  
**LAID DOWN**: 1811  
**HISTORICAL NOTES**: In 1759 it was given permission to build a meeting house. It was a preparative meeting between approximately 1759 and approximately 1786. It 1762, as Halifax Meeting, it was subordinate to South River Monthly Meeting. Also known as Halifax Meeting, Kirby's Meeting, and Dan Meeting.

29. **MEETING**: Barbican Meeting  
**SEE**: Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

30. **MEETING**: Bayside Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Talbot County, MD on Chesapeake Bay, central Eastern Shore  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: Deer Creek Monthly Meeting, Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting  
**HISTORICAL NOTES**: Probably the same as Susquehanna Meeting. In 1672 it was a subordinate meeting of Third Haven Monthly Meeting. Met from 1766-70 in a house owned by Jacob Giles near Bay Shore.

31. **MEETING**: Beachwater Meeting  
**SEE**: Surry Monthly Meeting

32. **MEETING**: Bear Garden Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Frederick County, VA [Hampshire County, WV] two miles north of Capon Bridge on Route 50  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: Hopewell Monthly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED**: 1767

33. **MEETING**: Beaver Dam Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Hanover County, VA  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: Henrico Monthly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED**: 1778  
**LAID DOWN**: ca. 1800

34. **MEETING**: Bedford Meeting  
**SEE**: South River Meeting

35. **MEETING**: Beeson's Meeting  
**SEE**: Providence Meeting, Berkley County, WV
36. MEETING: Bellefonte Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Centre County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
LAID DOWN: closed between 1903 and 1918  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Joined Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox in 1919. Formerly part of Dunnings Creek Quarterly Meeting Orthodox.

37. MEETING: Bendersville Preparative Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Village of Bendersville, Adams County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1893  
LAID DOWN: 1903  
HISTORICAL NOTES:

38. MEETING: Benjamin Pattison's Meeting  
SEE: Gravelly Run Particular Meeting

39. MEETING: Bennett's Creek Meeting  
LOCATION: Norfolk, VA, about 10 miles northeast of Suffolk  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Western Branch Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1738

40. MEETING: Berkeley Meeting  
LOCATION: Jefferson County, WV, 3 1/2 miles south of Charlestown  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1779  
LAID DOWN: 1832  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Known as Bullskin Meeting until 1794.

41. MEETING: Bethel Meeting [Orthodox]  
LOCATION: Bethel, Southampton County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING:  
ESTABLISHED: 1880  
LAID DOWN: NA  

42. MEETING: Bethesda Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: 5100 Edgemoor Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1971 as a monthly meeting  
LAID DOWN: NA  
43. MEETING: Betty's Cove Meeting
LOCATION: Talbot County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: before 1670
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting house built in 1660s, this was the first Quaker meeting house. In 1739 it was subordinate to Third Haven Monthly Meeting.

44. MEETING: Binsford's Meeting
LOCATION: Prince George County, VA, in Merchant's Hope neighborhood
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1699, reestablished 1820
LAID DOWN: ca. 1725, relaid down ca. 1830
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting briefly revived after Burleigh Meeting was laid down.
Also known as Merchant's Hope Meeting, 1699-ca. 1725.

45. MEETING: Black Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Black Creek [Sedley], Southampton County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: North Carolina Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1755
LAID DOWN: 1967
RECORDS: 1906-39 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1719 was a particular meeting of Curles Monthly Meeting and located in New Kent County, VA. In 1762 it was subordinate to Blackwater Monthly Meeting. Established in 1906 from Southampton County Meetings. In 1912 it was under Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox. Held at Bethel and Sedley, VA. Also known as the Sedley Meeting. Transferred to North Carolina Yearly Meeting in 1966.

46. (no meeting)

47. MEETING: Black Creek Meeting
LOCATION: New Kent County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1691
LAID DOWN: 1805
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting. In 1783 it was subordinate to White Oak Swamp Monthly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting. The meeting house was sold in 1808. Also known as New Kent Meeting.

48. MEETING: Blacksburg Monthly Meeting
SEE: Roanoke-Blacksburg Monthly Meeting
49. MEETING: Blackwater [Black Water] Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Surry County, VA  
superior meeting; Surry Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1710  
LAID DOWN: 1860  
RECORDS: 1752-1810 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Black Water Quarterly Meeting and consisted of meetings at Blackwater, Surry (Surrey), Black Creek, Stanton's, Burley, and Will Butler's. Burley Meeting was added to it in 1752. Wards Meeting joined Blackwater Particular Meeting in 1770. Seacock Particular Meeting was joined to Blackwater in the 1790s until 1807. It became a monthly meeting prior to 1800. In 1800 it consisted of Stanton Preparative Meeting and Blackwater Preparative Meeting. When it was discontinued the Blackwater Preparative Meeting membership transferred to Western Branch Monthly Meeting and the Stanton Preparative Meeting membership transferred to Upper Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Stanton Preparative Meeting, Upper Monthly Meeting, Western Branch Monthly Meeting, Pagan Creek Meeting, Burley Meeting, and Sadler's Meeting

50. MEETING: Black Water Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: Virginia  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 consisted of Blackwater Monthly Meeting and Western Branch Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Chuckatuck Quarterly Meeting

51. MEETING: Bogerternorton Meeting  
SEE: Poccatynorton Meeting

52. MEETING: Branch Meeting  
SEE: Western Branch Monthly Meeting

53. MEETING: Brick Meeting House  
SEE: East Nottingham Preparative Meeting and Nottingham Monthly Meeting

54. MEETING: Broad Creek Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: Broad Creek, Harford County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: Indulged meeting in 1828  
LAID DOWN: in existence until at least July 1914  
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1871-1900 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Became an indulged meeting under Deer Creek Monthly Meeting in May 1828, became an established meeting in 1834, and a preparative meeting in July 1865. The meeting house was built in 1830 near Union Cross Roads.
55. MEETING: Broadway Meeting
SEE: Smiths Creek Meeting

56. MEETING: Brogerternorton [Bogerternorton] Meeting
SEE: Poccatynorton Meeting and Mulberry Grove Meeting

56A. MEETING: Burgandy Farm Worship Group
LOCATION: Burgandy Road and Norton Road, Fairfax County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Friends Meeting of Washington
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1953 as a worship group
LAID DOWN: May 7, 1954
HISTORICAL NOTES:

57. MEETING: Bullskin Meeting
SEE: Berkeley Meeting

58. MEETING: Burleigh Meeting
SEE: Burley Meeting

59. MEETING: Burley [Burleigh] Meeting
LOCATION: Prince George County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Curles Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1699
LAID DOWN: February 1832
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established in 1718 as part of Curles Monthly Meeting. While under Curles Monthly Meeting it alternated with Appomattox Meeting. Transferred to Blackwater Monthly Meeting between 1752 and 1757. In 1762 it was subordinate to Blackwater Monthly Meeting. In 1779 it was subordinate to Surry Monthly Meeting. Prior to 1800 the meeting was held alternately at Blackwater or Burleigh. Became a preparative meeting prior to 1800. In 1800 Burleigh and Gravelly Run Preparative Meetings separated to form Upper Monthly Meeting. When laid down its membership joined Gravelly Run Particular Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Appomatox Meeting, Curles Monthly Meeting, Gravelly Run Particular Meeting, and Stanton Preparative Meeting

60. MEETING: Burlington Meeting
SEE: Langley's Robert, Meeting
61. MEETING: Bush Creek Meeting  
LOCATION: Monrovia, Frederick County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1750s  
HISTORICAL NOTES: A preparative meeting under Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting until 1772 when it became a monthly meeting. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Fairfax Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. The log meeting house was replaced with a frame building in 1852 which burned in February 1909.

62. MEETING: Bush River Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Harford County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1760 as a monthly meeting  
LAID DOWN: 1826  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Became a subordinate meeting of Nottingham Monthly Meeting in 1735. Prior to becoming a monthly meeting it was subordinate to Deer Creek Monthly Meeting.

63. MEETING: Buskin Levin's Meeting (or Levin Buskin's Meeting)  
LOCATION: Nansemond County, VA, on South Branch of Nansemond River  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1696  
LAID DOWN: 1709  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Levin Buskin's Meeting and South Branch Meeting.

64. MEETING: Butler's Meeting  
SEE: Will Butler's Meeting

* C *

65. MEETING: Camden Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Kent County, DE  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1830  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a result of the union of Motherkill Monthly Meeting and Duck Creek Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Duck Creek Monthly Meeting and Motherkill Monthly Meeting
66. MEETING: Camp Creek Particular Meeting  
LOCATION: Louisa County, VA, 11 miles nearly southwest of Louisa Court House  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting, Virginia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1729  
LAID DOWN: 1798  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Subordinate to Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting in 1759. In 1762 it was subordinate to Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting. Also known as Green Spring Meeting.

67. MEETING: Carlisle Meeting  
LOCATION: 163 E. Pomfret Street, Carlisle, PA 17013  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Jointly under Menallen Monthly Meeting, Baltimore Yearly Meeting, and Harrisburg Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
LAID DOWN: NA

68. MEETING: Caroline Particular Meeting  
LOCATION: Golansville, Carolina County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting, Virginia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1738  
LAID DOWN: 1853  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Subordinate to Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting in 1759. In 1762 it was subordinate to Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting. It was also at one time subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting. Also known as Golansville Meeting.

69. MEETING: Cecil Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Kent County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1698, reestablished 1941  
LAID DOWN: 1899  
RECORDS: 1678-1913 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: When it was initially established it was part of Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting. Became a monthly meeting in 1698 with Chester Monthly Meeting. In 1762 it was part of Choptank Quarterly Meeting and consisted of subordinate meetings of Cecil, Chester, and Sassafras. In 1790 it was part of the Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to become part of Southern Quarterly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Chester Monthly Meeting

70. MEETING: Cedar Creek Meeting  
SEE: Mount Pleasant Meeting
71. MEETING: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: north of Richmond in Hanover County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1719  
LAID DOWN: 1871 or 1875 (depending on source)  
RECORDS: Combined with Richmond Monthly Meeting 1729-1935 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting settled under the care of Henrico Monthly Meeting. The Monthly Meeting was established from Cedar Creek and Caroline County Particular Meetings and consisted of meetings in Hanover and Caroline Counties. By 1759 had added subordinate meetings in Amelia, Louisa, Albemarle, Goochland, and Powhatan Counties. In 1759 the Particular Meetings were Camp Creek, Caroline, Fork Creek, North Fork, and Genato (Goochland County). In 1762 it was subordinate to Swamp Creek (Henrico?) Monthly Meeting. Introduced the first minute leading to the abolition of slavery in Virginia meetings. Richmond became part of Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting in 1841 when White Oak Swamp Monthly Meeting was laid down. In 1875 Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting became Richmond Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Richmond Monthly Meeting

72. MEETING: Cedar Creek Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Virginia  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox (in 1912)

73. MEETING: Cedar Creek Quarterly Meeting  
SEE: Upper Quarterly Meeting

74. MEETING: Centre Meeting  
LOCATION: Caroline County, MD

75. MEETING: Centre Meeting  
SEE: Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting

76. MEETING: Centre Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Union Township, Clinton County, OH  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Miami Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: April 11, 1805  
RECORDS: at Wilmington College  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as an indulged meeting on April 11, 1805, under Miami Monthly Meeting. Became a monthly meeting on December 1, 1806, under Redstone Quarterly Meeting. Transferred to Miami Quarterly Meeting, May 19, 1809, where it remained until after it was removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.
77. MEETING: Centre Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Half Moon Valley, Huntingdon County (now Centre County), PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Warrington Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1803  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1732-1942 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Was a preparative meeting from 1798. Originally part of Centre Quarterly Meeting. By 1824 had subordinate meetings at Bald Eagle and West Branch. Became a Hicksite meeting in 1828.

78. MEETING: Centre Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Clearfield and Centre Counties, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Dunnings Creek Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1834  
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1841-98 (m/f), monthly meeting 1863-1918 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting house built ca. 1832.

79. MEETING: Centre Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: near Concord (MD? - DE?)  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nicholite  
LAID DOWN: 1873  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Later transferred to Friends.

80. MEETING: Centre Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: PA? DE?  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Northwest Fork Monthly Meeting, Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

81. MEETING: Centre Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: western PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: May 1835  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1835-1916 (m/f)  

82. MEETING: Centre Valley Monthly Meeting  
SEE: Elk Horn Valley Monthly Meeting Orthodox

83. MEETING: Centre Winchester Monthly Meeting  
SEE: Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting
84. MEETING: Charlottesville Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: 1104 Forest Avenue, Charlottesville, Albemarle County, VA 22901
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1938
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) The first meeting in the Charlottesville area was from the 1740s to the 1750s. The second meeting was during the 1880s. The third meeting was during the 1930s and early 1940s. A meeting for worship was begun in 1952 in Earlysville and then moved to Charlottesville. In 1963 it became a monthly meeting under Potomac Quarterly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Sugar Loaf Mountain Meeting

85. MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: Baltimore, MD area
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1968
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: Currently [1989] consists of Annapolis Monthly Meeting; Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting; Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting; Gunpowder Monthly Meeting; Little Falls Monthly Meeting; and Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting

86. MEETING: Chester Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Kent County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1698 as a monthly meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established by 1680. Became a monthly meeting in 1698 with Cecil Meeting. In 1762 it was subordinate to Cecil Monthly Meeting. In 1790 was part of the Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to become part of Southern Quarterly Meeting.

87. MEETING: Chester Quarterly Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETING: Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

88. MEETING: Chester, Head of, Meeting
SEE: Head of Chester Meeting

89. MEETING: Chester Neck Meeting
LOCATION: Kent County, MD

90. MEETING: Chickahominy Swamp Meeting
SEE: White Oak Swamp Meeting
91. MEETING: Choptank Meeting  
LOCATION: Talbot County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: by 1670  
LAID DOWN:  
HISTORICAL NOTES:  

92. MEETING: Choptank Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: Eastern Shore--held alternately at Third Haven and Cecil  
SUPERIOR MEETING: West River Yearly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 consisted of Third Haven Monthly Meeting and Cecil Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting  

93. MEETING: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Nansemond County, VA (now Isle of Wight County, VA)  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chuckatuck Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1656  
LAID DOWN: 1775  
RECORDS: 1634-1906 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Nansemond Monthly Meeting along with other Nansemond County Meetings. Included weekly meetings in Southampton, Surry, Elizabeth City, Nansemond, and Isle of Wight Counties. Between 1696 and 1768 Terrasco Neck Meeting was subordinate to Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting. In 1762 it was subordinate to Western Branch Monthly Meeting. Name changed to Western Branch Monthly Meeting by 1767 (known as Western Branch Monthly Meeting ca. 1767-1856). Known as Lower Monthly Meeting 1856-1912. In 1767 the inferior meetings were: Nansemond (with meetings at Chuckatuck and Western Branch), Isle of Wight (with meetings at Levi Neck and Pagan Creek), Southampton (with meetings at Somerton and Black Creek), and had previously included Norfolk (in Norfolk County). Between ca. 1800 and 1850 meetings were held at Somerton and Black Creek. Name changed to Somerton Monthly Meeting in 1912. Also known as Chukkatuck Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox] and Western Branch Monthly Meeting
94. MEETING: Chuckatuck Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION:
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1763
LAID DOWN: 1843
RECORDS: 1776-1821 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Organized by George Fox in 1673, it was first referred to in 1755. By 1737 referred to as Nansemond Quarterly Meeting, later as Western Branch Quarterly Meeting, and still later as Lower Quarterly Meeting. Dissolved in 1843 when Virginia Yearly Meeting was laid down. Included Isle of Wight County, Nansemond County, Southampton County, Surry County, Dinwiddie County, and neighboring counties. Subordinate meetings were Blackwater Monthly Meeting (in Surry County) and Western Branch Monthly Meeting (covering Nansemond, Southampton, and Isle of Wight Counties).

95. MEETING: Chukkatuck Meeting
SEE: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting

96. MEETING: Clearbrook Meeting
SEE: Hopewell Monthly Meeting

97. MEETING: Clearbrook Center Meeting
SEE: Hopewell Monthly Meeting

98. MEETING: Clifts Monthly Meeting [Cliffs]
LOCATION: The Clifts, Calvert County [Anne Arundel County?], MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Western Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: before 1670
RECORDS: 1649-1945 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1750 Herring Creek was substituted as the monthly meeting site, later rotated among Herring Creek, the Clifts, and West River meetings. In the 1750s added Indian Spring and Sandy Spring as weekly meetings. In 1772 monthly meeting held alternately at West River, Herring Creek, and Indian Spring and was referred to as the West River Monthly Meeting. Discontinued as a meeting site in 1817. An 1880 report to Baltimore Yearly Meeting indicates no meeting or meeting house in existence at that time.

99. MEETING: Cold Spring Meeting
SEE: Monocacy Preparative Meeting

99A. MEETING: College Park Meeting
SEE: Adelphi Monthly Meeting
100. MEETING: Concord Meeting  
LOCATION: Belmont County, OH  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Short Creek Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1802  
LAID DOWN:  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

101. (no meeting)

102. MEETING: Corinth Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Southampton County, VA, 5 or 6 miles southeast of Ivor and 6 miles northeast of Sedley  
SUPERIOR MEETING: North Carolina Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1870  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1906-35 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established from Southampton County Meetings of Virginia Yearly Meeting Orthodox. After Virginia Yearly Meeting Orthodox was laid down, it became part of Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox. A pastoral meeting beginning in 1903. Transferred to North Carolina Yearly Meeting in 1966.

103. MEETING: Corotomen [Corrotoman] Meeting  
LOCATION: Lancaster County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING:  
ESTABLISHED: 1657  
LAID DOWN: 1659  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Curatoman Meeting.

104. MEETING: Courtland Street Meeting  
SEE: Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

105. MEETING: Crooked Run Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Cedarville, Warren County, VA, on Rt. 340  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1736  
LAID DOWN: 1810  
RECORDS: 1731-1807 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting house built ca. 1760. Between 1761 and 1790 was subordinate to Hopewell Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1782 had subordinate meetings of Centre, Stafford, Mount Pleasant, Smith's Creek, and Culpepper. Parented Southland Meeting.
106. MEETING: Culpepper [Culpeper] Meeting  
LOCATION: south and east of Chester Gap, Rappahannock County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING:  
ESTABLISHED: 1777  
LAID DOWN: 1804  
HISTORICAL NOTES:  

107. MEETING: Curatoman Meeting  
SEE: Corotomen Meeting  

108. MEETING: Curles Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Henrico County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Curles Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1678  
LAID DOWN: 1805  
RECORDS: 1699-1837 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1718 a meeting was settled at Appomattox alternating with Burley (Burleigh). In 1719 consisted of Curles Particular Meeting, Black Creek Particular Meeting (New Kent County), and Weyanoke Particular Meeting (Charles City County). By 1722 had added meetings in White Oak, Swamp, and Cedar Creek. In 1762 it was subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting. In 1781 it was a particular meeting subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting. The meeting house was sold in 1808. Also known as Henrico Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Burley Meeting, Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting, Henrico Meeting, Richmond Monthly Meeting, Weyanoke Particular Meeting, and White Oak Swamp Meeting.  

109. MEETING: Curles Quarterly Meeting  
SEE: Upper Quarterly Meeting  

110. MEETING: Curwensville Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Clearfield County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Dunnings Creek Half Yearly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1899  
LAID DOWN: ca. 1913-14  
HISTORICAL NOTES: When laid down members transferred to Centre Monthly Meeting Orthodox.  

* D *  

111. MEETING: Dan Meeting  
SEE: Banister Particular Meeting  

112. MEETING: Daniel Mifflin Meeting  
SEE: Swansqul Meeting
113. MEETING: Darlington Meeting
LOCATION: Harford County, MD

114. MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Darlington, Baltimore [or Harford] County, MD 21034
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1759/1760
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: 1760-1949 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Became a subordinate meeting of Nottingham Monthly Meeting in 1735. The first meeting house was built prior to 1737, the second was built ca. 1766. Established an Indulged Meeting in Fawn Township, York County, PA, ca. 1761. Established as a monthly meeting in 1760. Parented by Nottingham Monthly Meeting in 1760 and also included Deer Creek Meeting and Bush River Meeting in what is now Harford County until Bush River Meeting was laid down in 1826. Between 1761 and 1790 it had subordinate meetings at Deer Creek and Fawn. In 1766 Susquehanna Meeting was a subordinate meeting. Prior to 1790 was part of Western Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Became part of Baltimore Quarterly Meeting in 1790. In 1819 became part of Nottingham Quarterly Meeting. It was composed of Bush River Meeting, Fawn Meeting, and Deer Creek Meeting until 1826 when Bush River was laid down. Became a Hicksite meeting in 1828. Deer Creek Monthly Meeting United was established in 1949 when Deer Creek Monthly Meeting was consolidated with Deer Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox.

115. MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: Darlington, Harford County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1828
LAID DOWN: United with Deer Creek Monthly Meeting in 1949
RECORDS: 1801-1949 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: When established was part of Nottingham Quarterly Meeting Orthodox, moved to Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox in 1854 when Nottingham Quarterly Meeting Orthodox joined the Wilburites. A second separation occurred in 1855 with the organization of Primitive Friends. United in 1949 with Deer Creek Monthly Meeting [Hicksite] to become Deer Creek Monthly Meeting United. Other sources say it continued until 1972.

116. MEETING: Denbigh Meeting
SEE: Warwick Meeting

117. MEETING: Denby Meeting
SEE: Warwick Meeting

118. MEETING: Derascoe Neck Meeting
SEE: Terrasco Neck Meeting
119. MEETING: Diamond Ridge Meeting
LOCATION: Baltimore County, MD

120. MEETING: Dillon’s Run Meeting [Dillon’s Run Meeting]
LOCATION: Hampshire County, WV, six miles west of Capon Ridge
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1795
LAID DOWN: 1822
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also Known as Great Cacapon Meeting.

121. MEETING: Douglas Meeting
LOCATION: Orange County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1748
LAID DOWN: 1806
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Orange Meeting.

122. MEETING: Dover Meeting
SEE: Genanto Meeting

123. MEETING: Drumore Meeting
LOCATION: Lancaster County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Little Britain Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1818 as a preparative meeting
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a meeting in 1816.

124. MEETING: Duck Creek Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Kent County, DE
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1705
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1790 was part of Eastern Shore Quarterly Meetings
transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting as part of Southern Quarterly Meeting.
In 1905 [sic, actually 1830 - TCH] Motherkill Monthly Meeting and Duck Creek Monthly Meeting united to become Camden Monthly Meeting.

125. MEETING: Duff William’s Meeting [William Duff’s Meeting]
LOCATION: Westmoreland County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Maryland Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1699
LAID DOWN: 1742
HISTORICAL NOTES: First known as Peter Skinner’s Meeting. The meeting house
was built in 1724.
126. MEETING: Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Fishertown, Bedford County, PA 15539  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Centre Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1803  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1803-87 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Established as a meeting for worship in 1794 under the care of Menallen Monthly Meeting. Became a preparative meeting in 1795. In 1828 became a Hicksite Meeting. In 1835 became part of Centre Quarterly Meeting.

127. MEETING: Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Bedford County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1828  
RECORDS: 1910-43 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Originally under Dunnings Creek Half Yearly Meeting Orthodox until 1919 when it was renamed Fishertown Monthly Meeting Orthodox and placed under the care of Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox. Bellefonte Meeting Orthodox was part of the meeting until 1919. Also known as Fishertown Meeting Orthodox.  
SEE ALSO: Fishertown Monthly Meeting Orthodox

128. MEETING: Dunnings Creek Half Yearly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Central Pennsylvania  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1839  
LAID DOWN: 1919  
RECORDS: Quarterly Meeting Orthodox 1840-93 (m/f), Half Yearly Meeting Orthodox 1909-19 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a quarterly meeting and included Bedford, Centre, and Clearfield Counties in Pennsylvania, consisting of Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox and Centre Monthly Meeting Orthodox. Curwensville Monthly Meeting Orthodox was added in 1899. It also included a meeting at Bellefonte. It became a Half Yearly Meeting in 1909. When it was laid down the remaining meetings were transferred to Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox.

129. MEETING: Durham Meeting  
LOCATION: Mecklenburg County, VA, 15 miles from Ladd's Meeting  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1789  
LAID DOWN: 1806  
HISTORICAL NOTES:
130. MEETING: Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: Eastern Shore  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Maryland Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED:  
LAID DOWN: 1790  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1790 transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to become Southern Quarterly Meeting. At that time in included Cecil Monthly Meeting, Maryland; Duck Creek Monthly Meeting, Delaware; Little Creek Monthly Meeting, Delaware; Motherkill Monthly Meeting, Delaware; and Third Haven Monthly Meeting, Maryland.  
SEE ALSO: Choptank Quarterly Meeting

131. MEETING: Eastland Meeting  
LOCATION: Lancaster County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1749 as a preparative meeting  
RECORDS: 1838-1903 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Prior to 1804 was subordinate to Nottingham Monthly Meeting. In October 1804 united with Little Britain Meeting to form Little Britain Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Little Britain-Eastland Monthly Meeting

132. MEETING: East Nottingham Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: Cecil County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING:  
HISTORICAL NOTES: William Penn selected the site in 1701 and gave forty acres of land. It was under the care of Nottingham Monthly Meeting. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1766 following the Mason-Dixon survey, the land was found to be in Maryland. The meeting was transferred from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1818. In 1834 Little Elk Meeting was established under its care. It was also known as Nottingham Preparative Meeting and as the Brick Meeting House.  
SEE ALSO: Nottingham Monthly Meeting

133. MEETING: Elk Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: N.W. West Elkton, Gratis Township, Preble County, OH  
SUPERIOR MEETING: West Branch Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1805  
RECORDS: at Wilmington College  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as an indulged meeting September 12, 1805, under Miami Monthly Meeting and became a preparative meeting December 1, 1806. It became a monthly meeting November 11, 1809, under Miami Quarterly Meeting until it was removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.
134. MEETING: Elk Horn Valley Monthly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: Vivian, McDowell County, WV
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1904
LAID DOWN: 1924
RECORDS: 1908-24 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Begun in 1904 with members joining Centre Valley Monthly Meeting of Carroll County, Virginia, a part of North Carolina Yearly Meeting. Became a monthly meeting of Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox in 1908. The meeting house was built in 1910.

135. MEETING: Elk Ridge Preparative Meeting
LOCATION: Elk Ridge, Anne Arundel [or Howard?] County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED:
LAID DOWN:
RECORDS: 1795-1800 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to West River Monthly Meeting. In 1795 a meeting house was built on the southwest side of the Falls, near Ellicott's Lower Mills. The care of the meeting was later transferred to Baltimore Monthly Meeting. Became united with Baltimore Monthly Meeting in 1799. Prior to the turn of the 19th century, Elk Ridge returned to the care of Indian Spring Monthly Meeting. In 1847 Elk Ridge Monthly Meeting joined Gunpowder Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

136. MEETING: Eutaw Street Meeting
SEE: Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
137. MEETING: Fairfax Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Waterford, Loudoun County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1733
LAID DOWN: 1929
RECORDS: 1722-1929 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: The meeting at Waterford was originally parented by Nottingham Monthly Meeting in 1733. It went under the care of Hopewell Monthly Meeting in 1735. Created out of Fairfax Preparative Meeting and Monocacy Preparative Meeting by Hopewell Monthly Meeting and Chester Quarterly Meeting. Embraced Loudoun and Fairfax Counties in Virginia and Frederick County in Maryland. Established as a monthly meeting April 1744. The meeting house was erected in 1761. Before 1790 it was part of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting, and consisted of subordinate meetings at Fairfax, Goose Creek, Monocacy, Pipe Creek, Bush Creek, and Pott's. In 1787 had oversight of meetings at Leesburg, Alexandria, Gap, and Fairfax. Became a Hicksite Meeting in 1828. The meeting house was occupied by Confederate soldiers during the Civil War. The meeting house at Waterford burned in 1868 and was rebuilt. The meeting house and land were sold in 1937. Also known as Waterford Meeting.
138. MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: Northern Virginia
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1776
LAID DOWN: 1952
RECORDS: Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting 1775-87 (m/f), Fairfax Quarterly Meeting 1787-1951 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Originally created in 1776 as Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting and composed of Hopewell Monthly Meeting, Fairfax Monthly Meeting, Crooked Run Monthly Meeting, Goose Creek Monthly Meeting, and Westland Monthly Meeting in Virginia, Warrington Monthly Meeting in Maryland, and York Monthly Meeting in Pennsylvania. Divided into Fairfax Quarterly Meeting and Warrington Quarterly Meeting in September 1787. Included Upper Ridge Meeting for a time. Originally came out of Western Quarterly Meeting which was created from Concord Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Later included Alexandria Monthly Meeting. In 1790 it was removed from Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and placed under Baltimore Yearly Meeting. Became a Hicksite Meeting in 1828. Established Prairie Grove Monthly Meeting in Iowa in 1857. Merged with Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox to form Potomac Quarterly Meeting United in 1952 and included at that time Alexandria Monthly Meeting, Friends Meeting of Washington (DC), Goose Creek Monthly Meeting, and Hopewell Monthly Meeting United. Later additions to Potomac Quarterly (later Half Yearly) Meeting are Langley Hill Monthly Meeting and Reston Monthly Meeting. It became a half yearly meeting
SEE ALSO: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting and Warrington Quarterly Meeting.

139. MEETING: Fairfax and Warrington Quarterly Meeting
SEE: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting and Warrington Quarterly Meeting

140. MEETING: Fairhill Boarding School
LOCATION: Montgomery County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED:
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES:

141. MEETING: Fallowfield Meeting
LOCATION: near Uniontown, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Redstone Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED:
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES: Mentioned by visiting ministers in 1792 and 1795.

142. MEETING: Fawcett's Meeting
SEE: Mount Pleasant Meeting
143. MEETING: Fawn Meeting  
LOCATION: Fawn Township, York County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1761 as an indulged meeting  
LAID DOWN:  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Deer Creek Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. The meeting house was constructed in 1763. The meeting was still in existence in 1826.

144. MEETING: Federal Hill Gospel Mission Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Federal Hill section of South Baltimore, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1879  
LAID DOWN: 1909  
RECORDS: 1879-1906 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Begun as a mission in 1857. The first building was erected in 1879. It was not apparently officially recognized as a monthly meeting. Also known as the Light Street Meeting and Federal Hill Mission Meeting.

145. MEETING: Fine Creek Meeting  
LOCATION: Cumberland County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Henrico Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1746  
LAID DOWN: 1780  
HISTORICAL NOTES:

146. MEETING: Fishertown Monthly Meeting (Orthodox]  
LOCATION: Fishertown, Bedford County, PA 15539  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Centre Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED:  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM) Part of Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox. United in 1949.  
SEE ALSO: Dunnings Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox

147. MEETING: Florida Avenue Meeting  
SEE: Washington, Friends Meeting of
148. MEETING: Fork Creek Particular Meeting
LOCATION: Louisa County, VA, 16 miles east of Camp Creek Meeting
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1730
LAID DOWN: ca. 1780
HISTORICAL NOTES: Subordinate to Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting in 1759 (part of Virginia Yearly Meeting). In 1762 it was subordinate to Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting.

149. MEETING: Forrest Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Patapsco Forest area, Baltimore County (Harford County?), MD
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1747
LAID DOWN:
RECORDS: Forrest Preparative Meeting 1851-1927 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Name of meeting shortened from Patapsco Forest Monthly Meeting within a few years of its formation. In 1762 it was subordinate to Third Haven Monthly Meeting or Gunpowder Monthly Meeting (depending on source). Combined with Little Falls Monthly Meeting in 1815 to become Little Falls Monthly Meeting. Forrest Preparative Meeting established ca. 1850 with the sanction of Little Falls Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Little Falls Monthly Meeting

150. MEETING: Frederick Meeting
LOCATION: 22 South Market Street, Frederick, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Warrington Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1988
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Established as a worship group in 1978 and as a preparative meeting in 1984.

151. MEETING: Friends Meeting of Washington
SEE: Washington, Friends Meeting of

* G *

152. MEETING: Gap Meeting [Gap at Short Hill]
LOCATION: Hillsboro, Loudoun County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1759
LAID DOWN: 1812 or 1805 (depending on source)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Between 1761 and 1790 it was an indulged meeting subordinate to Fairfax Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Built a meeting house ca. 1770, north of present Rt. 9 not far from where 719 starts to Round Hill. Also known as Potts Meeting and Potts Meeting at the Gap.
153. MEETING: Gap at Short Hill
SEE: Gap Meeting

154. MEETING: Genanto [Geneto][Genito] Meeting
LOCATION: Goochland County, VA, on the north bank of the James River near Henrico County line
SUPERIOR MEETING: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1721
LAID DOWN: 1835
HISTORICAL NOTES: Subordinate to Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting in 1759. In 1762 it was subordinate to Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting. Also known as Dover Meeting in its early years.

155. MEETING: Gettysburg Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Gettysburg, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting (not part of a Quarterly Meeting)
ESTABLISHED: 1972
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Began meeting as a worship group in November 1970.

156. MEETING: Golansville Meeting
SEE: Caroline Particular Meeting

157. MEETING: Goose Creek Meeting
LOCATION: near Bedford, VA, on Difficult Run, Bedford County
SUPERIOR MEETING: Western Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1756
LAID DOWN: 1823
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to South River Monthly Meeting. This meeting was known as Lower Goose Creek Meeting from 1786 to 1812 to distinguish it from Friends who were meeting ten miles up Goose Creek near Forest Dam Montvale. The meeting near Montvale was called Upper Goose Creek.
158. MEETING: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Lincoln, Loudoun County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1743  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1723-1950 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Meeting for worship established ca. 1745 near Goose Creek and Union (now Unison) and began meeting in members' homes. Established in 1746 under the care of Fairfax Monthly Meeting under Chester Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. It became an indulged meeting ca. 1750-51. In 1757-86 it was a preparative meeting of South River Monthly Meeting. A log meeting house was built ca. 1750. A stone meeting house was built in 1765 across the road from the old log meeting house. It became a preparative meeting in 1774 under Fairfax Monthly Meeting. It became a monthly meeting in 1785 with subordinate meetings at South Fork in Fairfax County and Goose Creek in Loudoun County. In 1786 it became an indulged meeting under South River Monthly Meeting. In 1794 it united with Upper Monthly Meeting to form Goose Creek Monthly Meeting. In 1794 Goose Creek was a monthly meeting of Upper Quarterly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting. It was transferred to Western Quarterly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting in 1797. A preparative meeting was held for Upper Goose Creek Meeting 1797-1803. Upper Goose Creek Meeting was discontinued in 1812 and the monthly meeting laid down in 1814 with members transferring to South River Monthly Meeting. In 1817 (or 1819 depending on source) a new meeting house was built with the old meeting house then being used as a caretakers residence. In 1828 the meeting became a Hicksite meeting but some Friends joined the Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox. The Orthodox (Upper Meeting) and Hicksite (Lower or Goose Creek Monthly Meeting) began meeting together in 1943. In 1949 Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Hicksite joined with Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox to form Goose Creek Monthly Meeting United. In 1950 Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox joined Goose Creek Monthly Meeting United.

159. MEETING: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Lincoln, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1828 as a preparative meeting  
LAID DOWN: united with Goose Creek Monthly Meeting in 1950  
HISTORICAL NOTES: A meeting house was built in 1836. In 1863 meetings were suspended due to the Civil War. United with Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Hicksite to form Goose Creek Monthly Meeting United in 1950.  
SEE ALSO: Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox and Goose Creek Monthly Meeting United

160. MEETING: Gramphin [Grampian] Meeting  
SEE: West Branch Monthly Meeting
161. MEETING: Grassy Swamp Meeting  
SEE: Swamp Meeting

162. MEETING: Gravelly Run Particular Meeting  
LOCATION: Dinwiddie County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING:  
ESTABLISHED: 1767  
LAID DOWN: 1835  
HISTORICAL NOTES: It became a preparative meeting prior to 1800 subordinate to Surry [or Blackwater?] Monthly Meeting. It joined with the particular meeting held at Robert Langley's in 1769. Joined with the particular meeting held at Benjamin Pattison's [or Amelia Monthly Meeting] in 1770. (The particular meeting held at Benjamin Pattison's had existed as a particular meeting from 1769-1770.) In 1800 with Burley Preparative Meeting it formed Upper Monthly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Burley Meeting.

163. MEETING: Gravel Springs Meeting  
LOCATION: southwest Frederick County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Mentioned in Hopewell Monthly Meeting's history. It may be the same as North Fork Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: North Fork Particular Meeting

164. MEETING: Great Cacapon Meeting  
SEE: Dillons Run

165. MEETING: Greensboro Meeting  
LOCATION: Caroline County, MD  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Queen Anne's (Anns) Meeting.

166. MEETING: Green Spring Meeting  
SEE: Camp Creek Particular Meeting

167. MEETING: Guilford [Guilford Creek] Meeting  
LOCATION: near Bloxom, Accomac County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting [Lower Quarterly Meeting?]  
ESTABLISHED: 1677  
LAID DOWN: 1723  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Muddy Creek Meeting and Accomac Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Mulberry Grove Meeting
168. MEETING: Gunpowder Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Priceville Road, Sparks, Harford County, MD 21152  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1739  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1716-1955 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Established in the first quarter of the 18th century. Prior to becoming a monthly meeting in 1739 it was subordinate to Clifts Monthly Meeting. A new meeting house was built before 1739. In 1749 a tract of land called Bond's Forrest, located near the Little Falls of the Gunpowder was given to Friends, included a meeting house and a school house. In 1762 it had subordinate meetings of Patapsco, Little Falls, Gunpowder, and Patapsco Forest. Another meeting house was built in 1821 at a different location, which burnt in 1866 but was rebuilt in the same year. In 1828 Gunpowder became a Hicksite meeting. Permission to hold an indulged meeting at Old Gunpowder was granted in 1851.

169. MEETING: Gunpowder Preparative Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Harford County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1828  
LAID DOWN: 1852 or 1871 (depending on source)  
RECORDS: 1829-1852 (m/f)  
SEE ALSO: Baltimore Homewood Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

170. MEETING: Gunpowder Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: held at Gunpowder and West River alternately  
SUPERIOR MEETING: West River Yearly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it consisted of West River Monthly Meeting and Gunpowder Monthly Meeting.

* H *

171. MEETING: Hackney's Meeting  
SEE: Lower Ridge Meeting

172. MEETING: Half Moon Valley Meeting  
LOCATION: Pennsylvania  
LAID DOWN: ca. 1930s

173. MEETING: Halifax Meeting  
SEE: Banister Particular Meeting
174. MEETING: Harrisonburg Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Dale Enterprise, VA, US Rt. 33
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1973
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC)

175. MEETING: Head of Chester Meeting
LOCATION: Millington, Kent County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting

176. MEETING: Head of Wheeling Meeting
SEE: Wheeling Meeting

177. MEETING: Henrico Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Henrico County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting [Virginia Yearly Meeting?]
HISTORICAL NOTES: The meeting had no meeting house of its own but was composed of meetings in Hanover and adjacent counties. In 1762 it consisted of subordinate meetings of Curles, Black Creek, Weyanoke, and Burlington. It also included White Oak Swamp, Skimino, and Swamp Meetings and Caroline Particular Meeting. It settled Cedar Creek Meeting in 1719. Also known as Curles Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Curles Monthly Meeting and White Oak Swamp Meeting

178. MEETING: Herring Creek Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Anne Arundel County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: before 1670
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to West River Monthly Meeting. Also known as Herring Run Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Clifts Monthly Meeting

179. MEETING: Herring Run Meeting
SEE: Herring Creek Monthly Meeting

180. MEETING: Hill, Gap at Short, Meeting
SEE: Gap Meeting

181. MEETING: Hills Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Lamb's Church, Bedford County (now Campbell County), VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: South River Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1778
LAID DOWN: 1803
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1786 it was subordinate to South River Monthly Meeting.
182. MEETING: Homewood Monthly Meeting
SEE: Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

183. MEETING: Hope Meeting
SEE: Binsford's Meeting

184. MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Clearbrook, Frederick County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1732
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1833-41 (m/f), monthly meeting 1671-1961 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Initially under the care of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting. Worship group begun ca. early 1730s. Opequon Meeting originally parented in 1732 by Nottingham Monthly Meeting. Initially composed of subordinate meetings at Opequan and Providence. Hopewell became a monthly meeting in 1735 and took over preparative meetings of Monoquesy, Opekan, and Fairfax (Waterford). During the 1730s and 1740s Hopewell Monthly Meeting was under Chester Quarterly Meeting. In 1760 two new meeting houses at Hopewell and Crooked Run with the old Providence Meeting House used by friends from Mill Creek, Middle Creek, and Tuscarora. In 1777 a meeting house was built at Back Creek in Shenandoah County with another meeting house built near Winchester. Between 1761 and 1790 it was part of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting with subordinate meetings at Providence, Hopewell, Jesse Pugh's, Joseph Lupton's, and Crooked Run. In 1882 the meeting owned property at Middle Creek, Providence, Black Creek, Mount Pleasant, Stafford, Crooked Run, Southland, Hopewell, Berkeley, Upper Ridge, Lower Ridge, Dillons Run, and Centre on Smiths Creek. In 1949 united with Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox to become Hopewell Monthly Meeting United. Joined Potomac Quarterly Meeting United in 1951. Also known as Opeckon Meeting, Clearbrook Meeting, and Clearbrook Center Meeting.
185. MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: VA?
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1829
LAID DOWN: consolidated with Hopewell Monthly Meeting in 1949
RECORDS: Monthly meeting Orthodox 1828-1934 (m/f), preparative meeting Orthodox 1886-93 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1830 had subordinate meetings at Goose Creek and South Fork. Began an indulged meeting near Poolesville, Montgomery County, MD, in 1856 which lasted until 1860. Members in Loudoun County, VA, were transferred to Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox in 1886. Rock Glen Meeting was added as a subordinate meeting in the late 19th century. In 1949 joined with Hopewell Monthly Meeting Hicksite to form Hopewell Monthly Meeting United. In 1950 joined Potomac Quarterly Meeting United.
SEE ALSO: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting

186. MEETING: Howard's Lick Meeting
LOCATION: Petersburg, WV
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1750
LAID DOWN: 1770

187. MEETING: Hunnicutt's Meeting
LOCATION: Prince George County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1718
LAID DOWN: 1762
HISTORICAL NOTES: Under Virginia Yearly Meeting.

188. MEETING: Huntington Meeting
LOCATION: Pennsylvania
SUPERIOR MEETING:
HISTORICAL NOTES: Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Warrington Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

189. MEETING: Huntington Monthly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: York Springs, Latimor Township, Adams County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1790 as a monthly meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a worship group ca. 1748. In 1780 became a preparative meeting under Menallen Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Baltimore, Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
190. MEETING: Indian Spring Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: on the east bank of the Patuxent River beyond Bowie on the 
Prince Georges County side of the Patuxent River, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: prior to 1750
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to West River Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Clifts Monthly Meeting and Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting

191. MEETING: Indian Spring Preparative Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: Anne Arundel County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1828
LAID DOWN: 1841
RECORDS: 1828-41 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: When laid down its members joined Baltimore Preparative 
Meeting for Eastern and Western Districts Orthodox.
SEE ALSO: Clifts Monthly Meeting, Sandy Spring Monthly meeting, and Baltimore 
Homewood Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

192. MEETING: Iowa Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: Muscatine County, IO, and surrounding area
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Hicksite
ESTABLISHED: 1857
HISTORICAL NOTES: Included Prairie Grove, Wapsinonoc, and Mt. Pleasant Monthly 
Meetings in 1866. It was also known as Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting 
between 1856 and 1875 and it consisted of Prairie Grove, Wapsinonoc, and 
Marietta Monthly Meetings.

193. MEETING: Irving Street Monthly Meeting Orthodox
SEE: Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox

194. MEETING: Isle of Wight Meeting
SEE: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting, Pagan Creek Meeting, and Western Branch 
Meeting

195. MEETING: I Street Meeting [DC]
SEE: Alexandria Monthly Meeting

196. MEETING: Ivy Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Bedford County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: South River Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1798
LAID DOWN: 1813
HISTORICAL NOTES:
197. MEETING: Jesse Pugh's Meeting
SEE: Back Creek Meeting

198. MEETING: Johnson's Meeting
SEE: Amelia Meeting

199. MEETING: Johnson's Meeting
LOCATION: Southampton County, 4.5 miles northeast of Windsor (VA?)
SUPERIOR MEETING: Western Branch Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1760
LAID DOWN: 1850
HISTORICAL NOTES: This should not be confused with Amelie Meeting which was sometimes called Johnson's Meeting.

200. MEETING: Joseph Lupton's Meeting
SEE: Upper Ridge Meeting

201. MEETING: Joseph Nichols
SEE: Nicholite Monthly Meetings

* K *

202. MEETING: Kent Island Meeting
LOCATION: Eastern Shore (MD?)
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: before 1670
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES:

203. MEETING: Kirby's Meeting
SEE: Banister Particular Meeting

* L *

204. MEETING: Ladd's Meeting
SEE: Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting
205. MEETING: Langley Hill Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: 6410 Georgetown Pike, Langley, McLean, Fairfax County, VA 22101
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1959
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Established as a worship group ca. 1959 under Friends Meeting of Washington. Became a preparative meeting in 1961. The meeting house was in the neighboring community of Vienna, VA, 1961-68. Originally known as the Vienna Group.

206. MEETING: Langley's, Robert, Meeting
LOCATION: Dinwiddie County, VA, near Petersburg
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1756
LAID DOWN: 1767
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting. Also known as Burlington, Waippanock, Robert Langley's, and Langley's Meetings. SEE ALSO: Gravelly Run Particular Meeting

207. MEETING: Lawnes Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Surry County, VA, near Bacon's Castle
SUPERIOR MEETING: Lower Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: 1720
HISTORICAL NOTES: Held in the homes of Benjamin and Mary Chapman and Robert and Mary Lacy.

208. MEETING: Leesburg Meeting
LOCATION: VA?
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1787
LAID DOWN: 1799
HISTORICAL NOTES: Under Fairfax Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1787.

209. MEETING: Levin Buskin's Meeting
SEE: Buskin Levin's Meeting

210. MEETING: Levi Neck Meeting
SEE: Pagan Creek Meeting
211. MEETING: Lexington Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: near Lexington, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Charlottesville Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1986  
LAID DOWN: NA

212. MEETING: Light Street Local Business Meeting Orthodox  
SEE: Federal Hill Gospel Mission Meeting Orthodox and Baltimore Homewood, Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

213. MEETING: Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Loudoun County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1886  
LAID DOWN: 1949  
RECORDS: 1834-1950 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a particular meeting in January 1886 under Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox. Joined Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox in 1887. Sillicott Springs Meeting Orthodox was preparative to Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox between 1889 and ca. 1924. Joined with Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Hicksite to form Goose Creek Monthly Meeting United in 1949. It was also known as Upper Meeting. The meeting house was sold in 1950.  
SEE ALSO: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting and Goose Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox

214. MEETING: Little Britain Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: PA?  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1828  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Joined the Wilburites in 1854.
215. MEETING: Little Britain--Eastland Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Little Britain, Fulton Township, Lancaster County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1804  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1743-1952 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Settled in 1745, a preparative meeting was established in 1749. Established prior to 1790 on land granted to the meeting in 1758. Prior to 1804 it was subordinate to Nottingham Monthly Meeting. Eastland Preparative Meeting was established in 1798. With the consent of Concord Quarterly Meeting, Eastland Preparative Meeting and Little Britain Preparative Meeting established the Little Britain Monthly Meeting in October 1804. Drumore Meeting was settled in 1816 as part of Little Britain Monthly Meeting. Drumore became a preparative meeting in 1818. Before 1819 Little Britain belonged to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1819 it became part of Nottingham Quarterly Meeting under Baltimore Yearly Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Eastland Meeting

216. MEETING: Little Britain--Penn Hill Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Wakefield, Lancaster County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Between 1761 and 1790 was subordinate to Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

217. MEETING: Little Cacapon Meeting  
LOCATION: Hampshire County, WV

218. MEETING: Little Choptank Meeting  
LOCATION: Dorchester County, MD  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Third Haven Monthly Meeting.

219. MEETING: Little Creek Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Delaware  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1790 transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting as part of Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting to become part of Southern Quarterly Meeting.

220. MEETING: Little Elk Meeting  
LOCATION: Chester County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING:  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established under the care of East Nottingham Preparative Meeting which was subordinate to Nottingham Monthly Meeting in 1834 and 1836. Meeting first mentioned in 1833.
221. MEETING: Little Falls Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Old Fallston Road, Fallston, Harford County, MD 21047  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1749  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: Monthly meeting 1739-1937 (m/f), preparative meeting 1826-1927 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) According to tradition was founded in 1738 by William Amos. The original meeting house was built ca. 1739. In 1752 became a preparative meeting of Gunpowder Monthly Meeting. Originally located on a tract of land called Bond's Forrest, near the Little Falls of the Gunpowder River. A new meeting house was built at Gunpowder ca. 1773. In 1815 combined with Forrest Monthly Meeting to form Little Falls Monthly Meeting located in Harford County under the care of Gunpowder Monthly Meeting. Another meeting house was constructed in 1821 at a different location, this burned in 1866 but was rebuilt in the same year. The present meeting house was built in 1843. Permission to hold an indulged meeting at Old Gunpowder granted in 1851.  
SEE ALSO: Forrest Monthly Meeting

222. MEETING: Lively Worship Group  
LOCATION: Lively, VA

223. MEETING: Lombard Street Meeting  
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

224. MEETING: Long Neck Meeting  
SEE: Pagan Creek Meeting

225. MEETING: Lower Monthly Meeting  
SEE: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting and Western Branch Monthly Meeting

226. MEETING: Lower Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: Eastern Shore  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1672  
LAID DOWN: disappeared between 1700 and 1720  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Consisted of two Virginia counties and Somerset County, Maryland. Consisted of Acomac, Anamessex, Muddy Creek, Mulberry Grove, Munny, Nassawadox, and Pocatynoran (also known as Bogerternorton) Meetings.  
SEE ALSO: Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting

227. MEETING: Lower Quarterly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting  
SEE: Chuckatuck Quarterly Meeting

228. MEETING: Lower Goose Creek Meeting  
SEE: Goose Creek, Bedford, VA
229. MEETING: Lower Ridge Meeting
LOCATION: near White Hall, Frederick County, VA [Berkeley County, WV?]
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting, Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1799
LAID DOWN: ca. 1830
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established within the verge of Hopewell Monthly Meeting. Initially it was part of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, transferred to Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1790. Also known as Apple Pie Ridge Meeting and Hackney's Meeting.

230. MEETING: Lupton's, Joseph, Meeting
SEE: Upper Ridge Meeting

231. MEETING: Lupton's Ridge Meeting
SEE: Upper Ridge Meeting

232. MEETING: Lynchburg Meeting
SEE: South River Meeting

* M *

233. MEETING: Machadocks Meeting
SEE: Upper Machodocks Meeting

234. MEETING: Magothy Bay Meeting
LOCATION: Northampton County (Eastern Shore), VA
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1705
LAID DOWN: 1732
HISTORICAL NOTES:

235. MEETING: Man Neck, Old, Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

236. MEETING: Marietta Meeting
LOCATION: Marshall County, IA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting, Baltimore Yearly Meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Part of Baltimore Yearly Meeting between 1856 and 1875.
237. MEETING: Marshy Creek Meeting  
LOCATION: Caroline [formerly Dorchester] County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Originally part of Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting. In 1762 it was subordinate to Third Haven Monthly Meeting. In 1800 when Northwest Fork Monthly Meeting was established it included Marshy Creek Preparative Meeting. In 1876 Marshy Creek Preparative Meeting became Preston Monthly Meeting. Also known as Preston Meeting and Snow Hill Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Preston Meeting and Snow Hill Meeting

238. MEETING: Marshy Creek Meeting  
SEE: Murdaugh's Meeting

239. MEETING: Mattschonick Meeting  
SEE: Upper Machodocks Meeting

240. MEETING: Menallen Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: PA Rt. 34, Biglerville, Adams County, PA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Warrington Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1748  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1727-1959 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) The first meeting of "Monalin" Monthly Meeting was held October 9, 1780, located in York, now Adams, County. Between 1761 and 1790 subordinate to Warrington Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Composed originally of Huntington and Menallen Preparative Meetings. In 1861 Warrington Monthly Meeting, Warrington Preparative Meeting, and Newberry Preparative Meeting were attached to Menallen Monthly Meeting. In 1828 it became a Hicksite Meeting. Orthodox members joined Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox and Deer Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox since no separate Orthodox meeting was established at Menallen.

241. MEETING: Merchant's Hope Meeting  
SEE: Binsford's Meeting

242. MEETING: Miami Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: northwest corner of 4th and High Streets, Waynesville, Wayne Township, Warren County, OH  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Miami Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1801  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: at Wilmington College  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a voluntary meeting, April 26, 1801, under Westland Monthly Meeting. Became an indulged meeting September 25, 1802. Became a monthly meeting September 5, 1803, under Redstone Quarterly Meeting. Transferred to Miami Quarterly Meeting May 13, 1809, until it was removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.
243. **MEETING:** Miami Quarterly Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Waynesville, OH  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Baltimore Yearly Meeting  
**HISTORICAL NOTES:** Consisted of Miami and Centre Monthly Meetings. Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

244. **MEETING:** Middle Creek Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Darkesville, Berkeley County, WV  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:**  
**ESTABLISHED:** 1760  
**LAID DOWN:** 1831  
**HISTORICAL NOTES:**

245. **MEETING:** Middletown Monthly Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Ohio  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Salem Quarterly Meeting  
**HISTORICAL NOTES:** Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

246. **MEETING:** Midlothian Worship Group  
**LOCATION:** southwest of Richmond, VA  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Richmond Monthly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED:** 1987  
**LAID DOWN:** NA  
**HISTORICAL NOTES:** Meets once monthly.

247. **MEETING:** Mifflin, Daniel, Meeting  
**SEE:** Swansquil Meeting

248. **MEETING:** Mill Creek Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Arden, Berkeley County, WV  
**ESTABLISHED:** 1760  
**LAID DOWN:** ca. 1806

249. **MEETING:** Monalin Monthly Meeting  
**SEE:** Menallen Monthly Meeting

250. **MEETING:** Monie [Munny] Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Somerset County, MD  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Lower Quarterly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED:** ca. 1672  
**LAID DOWN:** disappeared between 1700 and 1720
251. MEETING: Monocacy Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: Buckeystown, Frederick County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting [later Fairfax Monthly Meeting]  
ESTABLISHED: 1726  
LAID DOWN: 1776 or 1762 (depending on source)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Originally parented by Nottingham Monthly Meeting. Went under care of Hopewell Monthly Meeting in 1735. Joined with Fairfax Preparative Meeting in 1744 to create Fairfax Monthly Meeting. The meeting house burned in April 1759. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Fairfax Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Also known as Cold Spring Meeting and Monoquesy Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting

252. MEETING: Monongahela Meeting  
SEE: Redstone Meeting

252A. MEETING: Monoquesy Meeting  
SEE: Monocacy Preparative Meeting

253. MEETING: Motherkill Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Kent County, DE  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1790 it was transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting as part of Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting to become Southern Quarterly Meeting. In 1930 [sic, 1830?] united with Duck Creek Monthly Meeting to form Camden Monthly Meeting. Also known as Murderkill Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Camden Monthly Meeting and Duck Creek Monthly Meeting

254. MEETING: Mount Pleasant Meeting  
LOCATION: Frederick County, VA, on Cedar Creek Grade, 8 miles southwest of Winchester, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1745  
LAID DOWN: 1850  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Fawcett's Meeting and Cedar Creek Meeting [not to be confused with Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting at Hanover].

255. MEETING: Mount Poney [Pony] Meeting  
SEE: Southland Meeting

256. MEETING: Muddy Creek Meeting  
SEE: Guilford Meeting
257. MEETING: Mulberry Grove Meeting
LOCATION: Somerset County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Lower Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1672
LAID DOWN: disappeared between 1700 and 1720
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Guilford Meeting and Brogerternorton Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Guilford Meeting

258. MEETING: Munny Meeting
SEE: Monie Meeting

259. MEETING: Murdaugh’s Meeting
LOCATION: near Suffolk, Norfolk County, VA
ESTABLISHED: 1710
LAID DOWN: 1766
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Western Branch Monthly Meeting. Also known as Marshy Creek Meeting.

260. MEETING: Murderkill Meeting
SEE: Motherkill Monthly Meeting, Camden Monthly Meeting, and Duck Creek Monthly Meeting

* N *

261. MEETING: Nansemond Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Nansemond County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1677
LAID DOWN: 1778
HISTORICAL NOTES: Under Virginia Yearly Meeting
SEE ALSO: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting

262. MEETING: Nansemond Quarterly Meeting
SEE: Chuckatuck Quarterly Meeting

263. MEETING: Nassawadox Meeting
LOCATION: Franktown, Northampton County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Lower Quarterly Meeting on the Eastern Shore
ESTABLISHED: 1657
LAID DOWN: 1736
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting house ten feet square built in 1657. It was the first Friends Meeting House in North America. Also known as Northampton Meeting.

264. MEETING: Neck Meeting
LOCATION: Caroline County, MD
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Tuckahoe Neck Meeting.
265. MEETING: Neck, Old Man, Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

266. MEETING: Neill Chapel
LOCATION: Westmoreland County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1894
LAID DOWN: 1901
HISTORICAL NOTES: Created for the spiritual benefit of Chesapeake Bay oysterman during the oyster-harvesting season.

267. MEETING: Newberry Meeting
LOCATION: either York or Adams County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: York Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1747
LAID DOWN: 1861
HISTORICAL NOTES: Warrington and Newberry Meetings were established as Warrington Monthly Meeting in 1747 with the meeting held alternately at both sites. Formerly under Sadsbury Monthly Meeting, Concord Quarterly Meeting. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Warrington Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1786 York Monthly Meeting was established, it was composed of York and Newberry Preparative Meetings, subordinate to Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting. A log meeting house was built in 1747. A second meeting house was built which was sold in 1811. Redlands meeting house was built in 1811 in Adams County. Newberry Preparative Meeting was laid down in 1861 and its members united with Menallen Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Warrington Monthly Meeting

268. MEETING: New Garden Meeting
LOCATION: Wayne County, IN

269. MEETING: New Garden Meeting
LOCATION: Columbiana County, OH

270. MEETING: New Garden Meeting
SEE: Nottingham Monthly Meeting

271. MEETING: New Kent Meeting
SEE: Black Creek Meeting

272. MEETING: New Market Meeting
SEE: Smiths Creek Meeting
273. **MEETING**: Nicholite Monthly Meetings  
**RECORDS**: 1756-1820 (m/f)  
**HISTORICAL NOTES**: Followers of Joseph Nichols. Included Centre Meeting, Northwest Fork Meeting, and Tuckahoe Neck Meeting.

274. **MEETING**: Norfolk Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Norfolk County, VA  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: none  
**ESTABLISHED**: 1660  
**LAID DOWN**: 1664  
**HISTORICAL NOTES**: Norfolk Quakers were fined 100 Pounds Sterling and 20,750 pounds of tobacco in 1663 alone, when 300 pounds of tobacco was a month's pay for a sailor.  
**SEE ALSO**: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting

275. **MEETING**: Northampton Meeting  
**SEE**: Nassawadox Meeting

276. **MEETING**: North Fork Particular Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Hampshire [or Hardy] County, WV  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: Hopewell Monthly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED**: ca. 1750  
**LAID DOWN**: ca. 1760  
**HISTORICAL NOTES**: Subordinate to Cedar Creek Meeting [which was the same as Mt. Pleasant Meeting of Frederick County which was subordinate to Hopewell Monthly Meeting] in 1759. Part of Virginia Yearly Meeting [Never true for Hopewell - TCH].  
**SEE ALSO**: Gravel Springs Meeting

277. **MEETING**: Northwest Fork Meeting  
**LOCATION**: Caroline County, MD

278. **MEETING**: Northwest Fork Meeting  
**LOCATION**: near Federalsburg  
**SUPERIOR MEETING**: Nicholite  
**HISTORICAL NOTES**: Later transferred to Friends, renamed Preston Monthly Meeting.  
**SEE ALSO**: Preston Monthly Meeting
279. MEETING: Northwest Fork Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Dorchester County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1800  
LAID DOWN: 1888  
RECORDS: 1800-1946 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: The monthly meeting initially included Marshy Creek Preparative Meeting, Centre Preparative Meeting, and Northwest Fork Preparative Meeting. It was renamed Pine Grove Meeting in 1848. The last meeting was held in 1888.

280. MEETING: Nottingham Meeting  
LOCATION: Northampton County, VA

281. MEETING: Nottingham Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: 260 S. Third Street, Oxford, PA 19363  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1704  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1895 (m/f), monthly meeting 1679-1955 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Originally part of New Garden Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1730 it included West Nottingham Preparative Meeting and Nottingham Preparative Meeting. Nottingham Monthly Meeting parented meetings on the Monocacy in 1726, on the Opequon in 1732, and at Waterford (Fairfax Meeting) in 1733. In 1735 it added Bush River Preparative Meeting and Deer Creek Preparative Meeting. There were Friends in the area ca. 1700 and a log meeting house was built near Calvert, Cecil County, MD, after 1701. In 1724 East Nottingham Brick Meeting House was built. Between 1761 and 1790 it consisted of subordinate meetings at East Nottingham, West Nottingham, and Little Britain. This building was used as a hospital during the Revolutionary War. Prior to 1819 the meeting was part of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting when it was transferred to Baltimore Yearly Meeting. The first meeting was held in 1704. It was originally part of Concord Monthly Meeting and then in 1715 it was moved to Newarc Monthly Meeting, then changed to New Garden Meeting in 1718. In 1730 it became Nottingham Monthly Meeting at Calvert and united with Bush River Meeting of Anne Arundel County. In 1736 it included East Nottingham (Brick), West Nottingham (near Rising Sun), Bush River, and Deer Creek. Also known as Oxford Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: East Nottingham Preparative Meeting

282. MEETING: Nottingham Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: PA?  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: 1828  
LAID DOWN: 1854  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Dissolved and its members joined the Wilburites in 1854.
283. MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: western Maryland and western Pennsylvania
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1819
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: 1819-1930 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Formed from part of Western Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1819 and consisted of Nottingham Monthly Meeting and Little Britain Monthly Meeting from Western Quarterly Meeting and Deer Creek Monthly Meeting from Baltimore Quarterly Meeting. In 1828 became a Hicksite meeting. It currently consists of Deer Creek Monthly Meeting, Little Britain--Penn Hill Monthly Meeting, Little Britain--Eastland Monthly Meeting, and Nottingham Monthly Meeting.

284. MEETING: Nottingham Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: western Maryland and western Pennsylvania
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1828
LAID DOWN: 1854
HISTORICAL NOTES: When established included monthly meetings from Warrington Quarterly Meeting. When it dissolved in 1854 Deer Creek Monthly Meeting Orthodox remained with Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox. Nottingham Monthly Meeting Orthodox and Little Britain Monthly Meeting Orthodox joined the Wilburites.

* O *

285. MEETING: Octoraro Meeting
SEE: Octoraro Particular Meeting

286. MEETING: Octoraro Particular Meeting
LOCATION: near West Nottingham, Cecil County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Monthly Meeting, Nottingham Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1823
LAID DOWN: ca. 1930s
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Octoraro Meeting.

287. MEETING: Old Gunpowder Meeting
SEE: Gunpowder Monthly Meeting

288. MEETING: Old Man Neck Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

289. MEETING: Old Town Meeting
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting
290. MEETING: Opeckon Meeting
SEE: Hopewell Monthly Meeting

291. MEETING: Opequan Meeting
SEE: Hopewell Monthly Meeting

292. MEETING: Orange Meeting
SEE: Douglas Meeting

293. MEETING: Oxford Meeting
LOCATION: Oxford, Chester County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nottingham Monthly Meeting of Baltimore Yearly Meeting and
Penns Grove Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a meeting for worship in 1876 or 1878
(depending on source). Oxford Preparative Meeting established in 1883. The
Oxford meeting house is the current site of Nottingham Monthly Meeting.

* P *

294. MEETING: Pagan Creek Meeting
LOCATION: near Smithfield, Isle of Wight County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1672
LAID DOWN: 1792
HISTORICAL NOTES: When it was discontinued its members joined with Blackwater
Monthly Meeting. Also known as Levi Neck Meeting, Long Neck Meeting, and
Isle of Wight Meeting.

295. MEETING: Park Avenue Meeting
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

296. MEETING: Patapsco Monthly Meeting
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

297. MEETING: Patapsco Forest Monthly Meeting
SEE: Forrest Monthly Meeting

298. MEETING: Pattison's Meeting
SEE: Amelia Meeting and Gravelly Run Particular Meeting

299. MEETING: Patuxent Meeting
LOCATION: western shore of Maryland
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: before 1670
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to West River Monthly Meeting.
300. MEETING: Patuxent Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: Women's Center, Lexington Park, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Annapolis Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: May 1, 1981, as an allowed meeting  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: First meeting held. February 10, 1980.

301. MEETING: Patuxent Monthly Meeting Orthodox  
LOCATION: Charles County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox  
ESTABLISHED: August 1870 as a monthly meeting  
LAID DOWN: 1942  
RECORDS: 1809-1950 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1870 was a preparative meeting under Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox. In 1942 members transferred to Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox.  
SEE ALSO: Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox

302. MEETING: Penn Hill Meeting  
SEE: Little Britain-Penn Hill Meeting, PA

303. MEETING: Peter Skinner's Meeting  
SEE: Duff William's Meeting

304. MEETING: Pickawaxen Meeting  
LOCATION: Charles County, MD

305. MEETING: Picquinoqui Swamp Meeting  
SEE: Swamp Meeting

306. MEETING: Pie Ridge, Apple, Meeting  
SEE: Lower Ridge Meeting

307. MEETING: Pine Grove Meeting  
SEE: Northwest Fork Monthly Meeting
308. **MEETING:** Pipe Creek Monthly Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Union Bridge, Carroll County, MD  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Warrington Quarterly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED:** December 19, 1772  
**LAID DOWN:** NA  
**RECORDS:** Preparative meeting 1881-1913 (m/f), monthly meeting 1737-1921 (m/f)  
**HISTORICAL NOTES:** (FUM/FGC) Pipe Creek Preparative Meeting was established in 1759. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Fairfax Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. It became a monthly Meeting in 1776 and absorbed Monocacy membership and Bush Creek Meeting. On December 19, 1772, the first monthly meeting was held at Bush Creek Meeting House in Frederick County, MD, composed of Pipe Creek Preparative Meeting and Bush Creek Preparative Meeting. In 1776 Pipe Creek became part of Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting. Previous to 1776 it had belonged to Western Quarterly Meeting. In 1787 it became part of Warrington Quarterly Meeting. The first meeting house at Bush Creek was a log structure. A frame meeting house was built at Bush Creek in 1852 and burned in 1909. The Pipe Creek meeting house was built of brick ca. 1770 and burned in 1935 but rebuilt.

309. **MEETING:** Pocatynoran [Pocatynorton] Meeting  
**SEE:** Poccatynorton Meeting

310. **MEETING:** Poccatynorton Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Somerset County, MD  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Lower Quarterly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED:** ca. 1672  
**LAID DOWN:** disappeared between 1700 and 1720  
**HISTORICAL NOTES:** Also known as Brogerternorton [Bogerternorton] Meeting, Mulberry Grove Meeting, Bogerternorton Meeting, Pocatynoran Meeting, Guilford Meeting, Accomac Meeting, and Muddy Creek Meeting.  
**SEE ALSO:** Guilford Meeting and Mulberry Grove Meeting

311. **MEETING:** Poolesville Meeting  
**LOCATION:** Poolesville, MD

312. **MEETING:** Potomac Half Yearly Meeting  
**SUPERIOR MEETING:** Baltimore Yearly Meeting  
**ESTABLISHED:** 1951  
**LAID DOWN:** NA  
**SEE ALSO:** Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
313. MEETING: Potomac Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1951

314. MEETING: Potomac Creek Meeting
SEE: Stafford Meeting

315. MEETING: Potomac Run Meeting
SEE: Stafford Meeting

316. MEETING: Potts Meeting
SEE: Gap Meeting

317. MEETING: Potts Meeting at the Gap
SEE: Gap Meeting

318. MEETING: Prairie Grove Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Prairie Grove, Henry County, IO
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1856
HISTORICAL NOTES: Between 1857 and 1875 was part of Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting of Baltimore Yearly Meeting. Moved to Iowa Quarterly Meeting when that was established in 1866.

319. MEETING: Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting
SEE: Iowa Quarterly Meeting

320. MEETING: Preston Monthly Meeting
SEE: Marshy Creek Meeting

321. MEETING: Preston Monthly Meeting
SEE: Northwest Fork Meeting

322. MEETING: Providence Meeting
LOCATION: Perryopolis, Fayette County, PA, 1.8 miles west of State Route 51
SUPERIOR MEETING: Redstone Q.M.
ESTABLISHED: 1786
323. MEETING: Providence Meeting
LOCATION: Berkley County, WV, 2 1/2 miles northwest of Martinsburg
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting, Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1735
LAID DOWN: 1796
HISTORICAL NOTES: Known as Tuscaroro [Tuscarora] Meeting after 1761. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Hopewell Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Also known as Beeson's Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Hopewell Monthly Meeting

324. MEETING: Pugh's, Jesse, Meeting
SEE: Back Creek Meeting

325. MEETING: Purcellville Meeting
SEE: Sillicott Springs Meeting Orthodox

* Q *

326. MEETING: Queen Anne's Meeting
LOCATION: Eastern Shore (MD?)
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting

327. MEETING: Queen Anne's [Anns] Meeting
SEE: Greensboro Meeting

* R *

328. MEETING: Rasgoneck Meeting
SEE: Terrasco Neck Meeting

329. MEETING: Redlands Meeting
SEE: Newberry Meeting

330. MEETING: Redstone Meeting
LOCATION: Fayette County, PA, on route 40, six miles east of Brownsville
SUPERIOR MEETING: Redstone Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1768
HISTORICAL NOTES: Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813 upon the founding of Ohio Yearly Meeting. Also known as Monongahela Meeting.

331. MEETING: Redstone Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: Pennsylvania
ESTABLISHED: 1797
HISTORICAL NOTES: Consisted of Redstone Monthly Meeting and Westland Monthly Meeting when first established. Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813. Had 11 particular meetings with 927 members in 1826.
332. MEETING: Reston Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Old Floris School, 2709 West Ox Road, Herndon,
Fairfax County, VA 22071
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1987 as a monthly meeting
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Begun in the mid 1970s as an informal worship
group. Became a preparative meeting under Langley Hill.

333. MEETING: Richmond Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: 4500 Kensington Avenue, Richmond, VA 23221
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Half Yearly Meeting
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1815-18 and 1891-1922 (m/f), combined with Cedar
Creek Monthly Meeting 1729-1935 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) In 1795 Richmond became an indulged meeting of
Henrico Monthly Meeting (or White Oak Swamp Meeting, depending on source).
It became a preparative meeting in 1815. The first meeting house, a brick
structure by Shockoe Creek (corner of 19th and Cary Sts.) was built in 1799,
damaged by fire in 1836, rebuilt ca. 1929 at 19th and Cary Streets. Richmond
became part of Cedar Creek MM in 1841 when White Oak Swamp MM was laid
down. Richmond Preparative Meeting was suspended in 1844. Cedar Creek
Monthly Meeting began to meet occasionally in Richmond in 1848 and by 1854
the monthly meeting met only in Richmond. The name was changed to
Richmond Monthly Meeting in 1875.
SEE ALSO: Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting

334. MEETING: Ridge Meeting
SEE: Lower Ridge Meeting and Upper Ridge Meeting

335. MEETING: Richland [? spelling] Preparative Meeting
LOCATION: Harrison County, WV, near Clarksburg
SUPERIOR MEETING: Westland Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1796
LAID DOWN: ca. 1812
336. **MEETING: Roanoke-Blacksburg Monthly Meeting**
LOCATION: Hollins College Meditation Chapel, Roanoke, VA, and Cooper House, Blacksburg, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1954
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Established as a monthly meeting in the fall of 1967 with two meetings for worship in Roanoke and Blacksburg. Meetings for worship alternated between the two until the fall of 1975, when they began having simultaneous meetings for worship at both sites.

337. **MEETING: Robert Langley's Meeting**
SEE: Gravelly Run Particular Meeting

338. **MEETING: Rock [Rocky] Glen Meeting Orthodox**
LOCATION: VA?
ESTABLISHED: 1899
LAID DOWN: 1902
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established by Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox.

339. **MEETING: Rockingham Meeting**
LOCATION: Harrisonburg, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Ohio Yearly Meeting Conservative
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1976
LAID DOWN: 1986

* S *

340. **MEETING: Sadler's Meeting**
LOCATION: Brunswick County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING:
ESTABLISHED: 1779
LAID DOWN: 1805
HISTORICAL NOTES: Wards Meeting joined Blackwater Particular Meeting in 1770. Also known as Wards Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Blackwater Monthly Meeting

341. **MEETING: Sadsbury Meeting**
LOCATION: Lancaster County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Concord Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1737
HISTORICAL NOTES: Prior to 1747 Warrington Monthly Meeting was subordinate to Sadsbury Meeting. Sadsbury was also part of Western Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
342. MEETING: Salem Monthly Meeting  
   LOCATION: Ohio  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Salem Quarterly Meeting  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

343. MEETING: Salem Quarterly Meeting  
   LOCATION: Ohio  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Consisted of Salem Monthly Meeting and Middletown Monthly Meeting. Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

344. MEETING: Sandy Creek Meeting  
   LOCATION: Monongalia County, WV  
   ESTABLISHED: ca. 1790  
   LAID DOWN: 1864  
   RECORDS: at Swarthmore  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Sandy Creek Glades.

345. MEETING: Sandy Creek Glades Meeting  
   SEE: Sandy Creek Meeting

346. MEETING: Sandy Hill Meeting  
   LOCATION: 3 miles from Uniontown, PA, on the Waynesburg Road  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Westland Monthly Meeting  
   ESTABLISHED: ca. 1794

347. MEETING: Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting  
   LOCATION: Meetinghouse Lane, Sandy Spring, Montgomery County, MD 20860  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Chesapeake Quarterly Meeting  
   LAID DOWN: NA  
   RECORDS: 1828-1945 (m/f)  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC) Sandy Spring became a weekly meeting in the 1750s and 1760s as part of the Clifts (Herring Creek, West River) Monthly Meeting. Indian Spring Monthly Meeting and Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting alternated beginning in 1795. The title was changed to Sandy Spring Monthly Meeting in 1846. In 1828 Indian Spring became an Orthodox Meeting while Sandy Spring became a Hicksite Meeting. United with Ashton Monthly Meeting Orthodox in 1949.  
   SEE ALSO: Ashton Monthly Meeting Orthodox, Clifts Monthly Meeting, and Indian Spring Preparative Meeting Orthodox
348. MEETING: Sassafras Meeting  
   LOCATION: Eastern Shore (MD?)  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting  
   ESTABLISHED: by 1680  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Cecil Monthly Meeting.  
   SEE ALSO: Swan Creek Meeting

349. MEETING: Seacock Particular Meeting  
   LOCATION: Sussex County, VA  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Joined to Blackwater Preparative Meeting in the 1790s. In 1807 joined with Upper Monthly Meeting.

350. MEETING: Sedley Meeting  
   SEE: Black Creek Meeting and Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting

351. MEETING: Seimiro Meeting  
   SEE: Skimino Meeting

352. MEETING: Seneca Meeting  
   LOCATION: Bedford County (now Campbell County), VA  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1786 it was a subordinate meeting to South River Monthly Meeting.

353. MEETING: Severn River Meeting  
   LOCATION: Western shore of Maryland  
   ESTABLISHED: before 1670

354. MEETING: Shenandoah Meeting  
   SEE: Smiths Creek Meeting

355. MEETING: Short Creek Monthly Meeting  
   LOCATION: Harrisville, Jefferson County, OH  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Short Creek Quarterly Meeting  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

356. MEETING: Short Creek Quarterly Meeting  
   LOCATION: Ohio  
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting  
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Consisted of Short Creek Monthly Meeting and Concord Monthly Meeting. Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

357. MEETING: Short Hill Meeting  
   SEE: Gap Meeting
358. MEETING: Sillicott [Silcott] Springs Preparative Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: Charles County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox, Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1889
HISTORICAL NOTES: Became a preparative meeting in 1894 and closed in 1904-05. The building was sold in 1933. Also known as Purcellville Meeting.

359. MEETING: Skimino Meeting
LOCATION: York County, VA
ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: 1827
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1783 it was subordinate to White Oak Swamp Monthly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting. From 1783 to 1827 it was subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting. Also known as Seimiro Meeting.

360. MEETING: Skinner Peter’s Meeting
SEE: Duff William’s Meeting

361. MEETING: Smiths Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Shenandoah and Rockingham County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1736
LAID DOWN: 1810
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Broadway Meeting before 1777, Shenandoah Meeting after 1777, and New Market Meeting.

362. MEETING: Snow Hill Meeting
SEE: Marshy Creek Meeting

363. MEETING: Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]
LOCATION: Nansemond County, VA, five miles southeast of Holland
ESTABLISHED: 1672
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: Founded by George Fox. In 1762 it was subordinate to Western Branch Monthly Meeting. In 1863 and 1912 it was part of Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox under Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox. Transferred to North Carolina Yearly Meeting in 1966. It is now a pastoral meeting. Also known as Sommerton Meeting, Barbican Meeting, and Southward Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting

364. MEETING: Southampton Meeting
SEE: Black Creek Meeting and Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting
365. MEETING: South Branch Meeting
   SEE: Buskin Levin's Meeting

366. MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting
   LOCATION: Eastern Shore
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
   ESTABLISHED: 1790
   RECORDS: 1755-1893 (m/f)
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Established when Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting of Baltimore
   Yearly Meeting was transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. It included Cecil
   and Third Haven Monthly Meetings in Maryland and Duck Creek, Little Creek,
   and Motherkill Monthly Meetings in Delaware. In 1830 Southern Quarterly
   Meeting consisted of Third Haven, Cecil, Duck Creek, Motherkill, and Northwest
   Fork Monthly Meetings.

367. MEETING: South Fork Monthly Meeting
   LOCATION: near Unison (formerly Union), Loudoun County, VA
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
   ESTABLISHED: 1750
   LAID DOWN: 1837
   HISTORICAL NOTES: First meeting house built by 1771, organized as a preparative
   meeting in 1774 (or 1785 depending on source) under Goose Creek Monthly
   Meeting. It was an indulged meeting in 1768. In 1828 it became a Hicksite
   Meeting. The building was sold in 1916.

368. MEETING: South Fork Preparative Meeting Orthodox
   LOCATION: Loudoun County, VA
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting Orthodox
   ESTABLISHED: 1830

369. MEETING: Southland Meeting
   LOCATION: Culpeper County, VA, 3 miles southeast of Culpeper Court House
   ESTABLISHED: 1736
   LAID DOWN: 1805
   HISTORICAL NOTES: Formerly a subordinate meeting of Crooked Run. Also known as

370. MEETING: South River Monthly Meeting
   LOCATION: Campbell County, VA
   ESTABLISHED: before 1670
   HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Cedar Creek Quarterly Meeting of
   Virginia Yearly Meeting and consisted of subordinate meetings of South River,
   Halifax, and Goose Creek (Bedford County). In 1786 Hills Creek Meeting was a
   subordinate meeting. Also known as Bedford Meeting.
371. MEETING: South River Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: near city of Lynchburg on south fork of James River, Albemarle [Bedford after 1754] County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting and Western Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1754  
LAID DOWN: 1843  
RECORDS: 1756-1857 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: It began as a weekly meeting of Bedford Meeting in 1754. In 1757 it became a monthly meeting composed of South River Preparative Meeting and Goose Creek Preparative Meeting. In 1759 it was a particular meeting of Cedar Creek Monthly Meeting. In 1786 it included Goose Creek Indulged Meeting, Banister Preparative Meeting, Hills Creek Preparative Meeting, Seneca Preparative Meeting, and South River Preparative Meeting. Originally in Upper Quarterly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting until 1797 when it was transferred to Western Quarterly Meeting. It was transferred back to Upper Quarterly Meeting in 1817. The city of Lynchburg was founded by Friends ca. 1770s. There are several old meeting houses in the area, none currently in use by Friends. There was a worship group in the area in the 1970s.  
SEE ALSO: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting

372. MEETING: Southward Meeting  
SEE: Somerton Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

373. MEETING: Stafford Meeting  
LOCATION: Stafford County, VA, in Poplar Quarter (southeast corner of county)  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Hopewell Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1769  
LAID DOWN: 1807  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Potomac Creek Meeting and Potomac Run Meeting.

374. MEETING: Stanton's Meeting  
SEE: Stanton Preparative Meeting

375. MEETING: Stanton Preparative Meeting  
LOCATION: Sussex County, VA, eight miles east of Sussex Court House  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Surry Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1761  
LAID DOWN: discontinued 1829  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Black Water Monthly Meeting. In 1807 it was transferred to Upper Monthly Meeting. When it was discontinued the members transferred to Burley Meeting. Also known as Stanton's Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Blackwater Monthly Meeting and Upper Monthly Meeting
376. MEETING: State College Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: 611 E. Prospect Avenue, State College, PA 16801  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Centre Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1936  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Affiliated with both Baltimore Yearly Meeting and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

377. MEETING: Stillwater Meeting  
LOCATION: Tuscarawas [really Belmont - TCH] County, OH

378. MEETING: Stony Run Meeting  
SEE: Baltimore, Stony Run, Monthly Meeting

379. MEETING: Sugar Loaf Mountain Meeting  
LOCATION: Albemarle County, VA, on route 22, 9 miles northeast of Charlottesville  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Camp Creek Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1748  
LAID DOWN: 1748  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Closed when most members moved 70 miles south to found South River Meeting. Under Virginia Yearly Meeting  
SEE ALSO: Charlottesville Monthly Meeting

380. MEETING: Summerton Meeting  
SEE: Somerton Meeting

381. MEETING: Surry [Surrey] County Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Surry County, VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1702  
LAID DOWN: 1761  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Friends arrived in the area as early as 1763. Before 1752 it was called Blackwater Monthly Meeting. In 1762 it was subordinate to Blackwater Monthly Meeting. In the early years it was probably subordinate to Curles Monthly Meeting. In 1779 included preparative meetings of Blackwater, Burleigh, Gravelly Run, and Stanton. At various times also included Burleigh Particular Meeting, Gravelly Run Particular Meeting in Dinwiddie County, and Blackwater Particular Meeting in Surry County. Covered meetings in Surry, Sussex, Prince George, and Dinwiddie counties. Beachwater Meeting was sometimes referred to as Surry although Beachwater was a separate meeting.

382. MEETING: Susquehanna Meeting  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Deer Creek Monthly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1766 it was reporting to Deer Creek Monthly Meeting. Probably the same as Bayside Meeting.
383. MEETING: Swamp Meeting
LOCATION: Hanover County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Henrico Monthly Meeting, Cedar Creek Quarterly Meeting, Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1721
LAID DOWN: 1795
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1722 it was subordinate to Curles Monthly Meeting. White Oak Swamp Meeting also was referred to as Swamp Meeting although that was a separate meeting. In 1762 it had subordinate meetings at Cedar Creek, Caroline, Fork Creek, Genanto, Amelia, and Camp Creek. Also known as Picquinoqui Swamp Meeting and Grassy Swamp Meeting.

384. MEETING: Swamp Creek Monthly Meeting
SEE: Swamp Meeting

385. MEETING: Swan [Swann] Creek Meeting
LOCATION: Kent County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1739
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Sassafras Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Sassafras Meeting

386. MEETING: Swansqu [?spelling?] Meeting
LOCATION: near Franklin City, Accomac County, VA
ESTABLISHED: 1733
LAID DOWN: 1796
HISTORICAL NOTES: Maintained by the Daniel Mifflin family in their home.

* T *

387. MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: Eastern Shore
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Consisted of Betty's Cove, Bayside, Cecil, Chester, Choptank, Head of Chester, Marshy Creek, Queen Anne's, Sassafras, Swan Creek, and Tuckahoe Meetings and Third Haven Monthly Meeting.

388. MEETING: Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting
LOCATION: Mecklenburg County, VA, northeast of Boydton
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Monthly Meeting, Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1761
LAID DOWN: 1808
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Ladd's Meeting.
389. **MEETING: Terrasco Neck Meeting**  
LOCATION: on James River, VA, where the Nansemond/Isle of Wight County line meets the river  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1696  
LAID DOWN: 1768  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Western Branch Monthly Meeting. Also known as Derascoe Neck Meeting and Rasgoneck Meeting.

390. **MEETING: Third Haven Monthly Meeting**  
LOCATION: Easton, Talbot County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Southern Quarterly Meeting, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
LAID DOWN: NA  
RECORDS: 1664-1952 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: The meeting house was built by 1684. Originally part of Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting. In 1790 it was included in the Eastern Shore Quarterly Meeting transferred to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting to become part of Southern Quarterly Meeting. Sponsored Betty’s Cove Meeting. Also known as Tred-Avon.

391. **MEETING: Transquaking Meeting**  
LOCATION: Dorchester County, MD

392. **MEETING: Tred-Avon Meeting**  
SEE: Third Haven Monthly Meeting

393. **MEETING: Tuckahoe Meeting**  
LOCATION: Talbot County, MD  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Talbot-Dorchester Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: before 1670  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting house built by 1679. In 1762 it was subordinate to Third Haven Monthly Meeting. Also known as Tuckaho Meeting.

394. **MEETING: Tuckahoe Neck Meeting**  
SEE: Neck Meeting

395. **MEETING: Tuckahoe Neck Meeting**  
LOCATION: near Denton  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Nicholite

396. **MEETING: Tuscararo Meeting**  
SEE: Providence Meeting, Berkley County, WV
396A. MEETING: Union Meeting
SEE: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting and South Fork Monthly Meeting

396B. MEETING: Unison Meeting
SEE: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting and South Fork Monthly Meeting

397. MEETING: Upper Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: VA?
SUPERIOR MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1800
LAID DOWN: February 1832
RECORDS: 1800-32 (mf)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Formed from Burley and Gravelly Run Preparative Meetings. An offspring of Blackwater Monthly Meeting. In 1761 Taylor's Creek Particular Meeting was subordinate to Upper Monthly Meeting. United with Goose Creek in 1794 to form Goose Creek Monthly Meeting. In 1870 Seacock Particular Meeting was joined to Upper Monthly Meeting and Stanton Preparative meeting was transferred from Blackwater Monthly Meeting to Upper Monthly Meeting. Discontinued in February 1832 and its membership transferred to Western Branch Monthly Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Burley and Goose Creek Meetings, Gravelly Run Particular Meeting, Stanton Preparative Meeting, and Blackwater and Western Branch Monthly Meetings

397A. MEETING: Upper Meeting Orthodox
SEE: Lincoln Monthly Meeting Orthodox

398. MEETING: Upper Quarterly Meeting
LOCATION: Virginia
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1699
LAID DOWN: 1844
RECORDS: 1783-1844 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: Formerly Curles Quarterly Meeting. The meeting house was built between 1699 and 1704. Composed of Henrico and Cedar Creek Monthly Meetings. In 1754 the quarterly meeting moved from Curles to Cedar Creek. It was renamed Cedar Creek for a brief time after moving there. It was renamed Upper Quarterly Meeting in 1755. In 1762 it consisted of Henrico, Swamp Creek, and South River Monthly Meetings. In 1783 it consisted of Henrico, Cedar Creek, and South River Monthly Meetings. Goose Creek Monthly Meeting was added in 1794. In 1797 South River and Goose Creek Monthly Meetings were transferred to Western Quarterly Meeting. South River Monthly Meeting returned to Upper Quarterly Meeting in 1817.
399. MEETING: Upper Goose Creek Quarterly Meeting
SEE: Goose Creek Monthly Meeting and Upper Monthly Meeting

400. MEETING: Upper Machodocks Meeting
LOCATION: Westmoreland County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Annamessex Meeting and the West River Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1682
LAID DOWN: 1690
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Mattschonick Meeting.

401. MEETING: Upper Ridge Meeting
LOCATION: Frederick County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1803
LAID DOWN:
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established within the verge of Hopewell Monthly Meeting and between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Hopewell Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Also known as Lupton's Ridge Meeting, Ridge Meeting, and Joseph Lupton’s Meeting.

402. MEETING: Upperville Meeting
LOCATION: Fauquier County, VA

* V

403. MEETING: Vick's Meeting
LOCATION: Southampton County, VA, near Boykins
SUPERIOR MEETING: Western Branch Monthly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1776
LAID DOWN: 1828
HISTORICAL NOTES: Meeting house built in 1796.

404. MEETING: Virginia Half Yearly Meeting
LOCATION: Virginia
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: Consists of Charlottesville, Harrisonburg, Richmond, Roanoke-Blacksburg, and Williamsburg Monthly Meetings.
405. MEETING: Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: Virginia
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1843
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1843 the Virginia Yearly Meeting was laid down. Virginia Half Yearly Meeting Orthodox was established under Baltimore Yearly Meeting Orthodox in 1843. In 1912 it became Virginia Quarterly Meeting Orthodox. At that time it included meetings at Somerton, Black Creek, Cedar Creek, Corinth, Bethel, and Richmond. In 1963 it consisted of Bethel, Black Creek, Corinth, Richmond, and Somerton Monthly Meetings.

* W *

406. MEETING: Wainoak Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

407. MEETING: Wapsinonoc Meeting
LOCATION: Johnson County, IA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Prairie Grove Quarterly Meeting, Baltimore Yearly Meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Part of Baltimore Yearly Meeting [Hicksite] between 1865 and 1875.

408. MEETING: Wards Meeting
SEE: Sadler’s Meeting

409. MEETING: Warrington Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Wellsville, York County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Warrington Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1747, reestablished 1946
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: 1731-1899 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) Established in 1745. Prior to 1747 it was subordinate to Sadsbury Monthly Meeting under Concord Quarterly Meeting. It alternated meetings at Warrington and Newberry. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Western Quarter, and had subordinate meetings of Yorktown, Newberry, Warrington, Huntington, and Menallen. A stone meeting house was built in 1769 to replace the log meeting house built in the 1740s. The meeting was discontinued in 1861 and members united with Menallen Monthly Meeting. The meeting was reactivated in 1946.
SEE ALSO: Newberry Meeting
410. MEETING: Warrington Quarterly Meeting  
RECORDS: 1787-1925 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Western Quarterly Meeting was created from Concord Quarterly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1776 Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting was created out of Western Quarterly Meeting. In 1787 Warrington and Fairfax Quarter was divided into Warrington Quarter and Fairfax Quarter. Warrington Quarterly Meeting included meetings in York County (now Adams and York Counties), Pennsylvania, and Frederick County (now Carroll County), Maryland. In 1790 it was placed under Baltimore Yearly Meeting. It now consists of Pipe Creek, Menallen, York, and Warrington Monthly Meetings. In 1858 York Monthly Meeting was laid down and in 1861 Warrington Monthly Meeting was discontinued leaving only Pipe Creek and Menallen Monthly Meetings. Warrington and York Monthly Meetings were revived in the 20th century.  
SEE ALSO: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting

411. MEETING: Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting  
SEE: Fairfax Quarterly Meeting and Warrington Quarterly Meeting

412. MEETING: Warwick Meeting  
LOCATION: York County [Elizabeth City County?], VA  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1696  
LAID DOWN: 1722  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Denby [Denbigh] Meeting, York Meeting, and York and Warwick Meeting.

413. MEETING: Washington, Friends Meeting of  
LOCATION: 2111 Florida Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20008  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1930  
LAID DOWN: NA  
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Established jointly by both Hicksite and Orthodox Yearly Meetings. The first meeting for worship was held January 4, 1931. It remained independent of both yearly meetings until 1944 when it was accepted as a united monthly meeting by both yearly meetings, but it was not part of a quarter. Established Bethesda and Langley Hill as preparative meetings.

414. MEETING: Washington [DC] Meeting  
SEE: Alexandria Monthly Meeting
415. MEETING: Washington Monthly Meeting Orthodox
LOCATION: 13th and Irving Streets, NW, Washington, DC
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting Orthodox
ESTABLISHED: 1899
LAID DOWN: 1956
RECORDS: Preparative meeting 1893-1941 (m/f), monthly meeting 1899-1936 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: After 1828 the meeting in Washington was attached to Indian Spring Preparative Meeting Orthodox under Baltimore Monthly Meeting for the Eastern and Western Districts. It was discontinued after a few years. It began meeting again in 1876. A meeting house was built at 1st and C Streets, NE in 1899. In 1906 a new meeting house was built at 13th and Irving Streets, NW. Prior to becoming a monthly meeting it was under the care of Baltimore Monthly Meeting Orthodox. After it was laid down members formed Adelphi Monthly Meeting. Ceased meeting in 1947. Also known as Irving Street Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Baltimore Homewood Monthly Meeting [Orthodox]

416. MEETING: Washington Worship Group
LOCATION: Washington, Va
SUPERIOR MEETING: independent

417. MEETING: Waterford Meeting
SEE: Fairfax Monthly Meeting

418. MEETING: Wayne Oak [Wayneoak] Particular Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

419. MEETING: Wayne Oak Swamp Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

420. MEETING: Waynoak Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

421. MEETING: West Branch Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Grampian, Clearfield County, PA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Centre Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1833
LAID DOWN: NA
RECORDS: 1833-1932 (m/f)
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Was subordinate to Centre Monthly Meeting by 1824 as a preparative meeting. Became part of Centre Quarterly Meeting in 1835. Also known as Gramphin Meeting and Grampian Meeting.
422. MEETING: West Branch Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Frederick-Garland Road at Mote Road, Union Township, Miami County, Ohio  
SUPERIOR MEETING: West Branch Quarterly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1803  
RECORDS: at Earlham College, Richmond, IN  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Established as a voluntary meeting in 1803 under Miami Monthly Meeting. Became an indulged meeting May 9, 1805. Became a monthly meeting December 1, 1806, under Redstone Quarterly Meeting. Moved to Miami Quarterly Meeting May 13, 1809, where it stayed until after it was removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

423. MEETING: West Branch Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: Ohio [and Indiana - TCH]  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Baltimore Yearly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Consisted of West Branch, Whitewater, and Elk Monthly Meetings. Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.

424. MEETING: Western Quarterly Meeting  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting  
ESTABLISHED: 1797  
LAID DOWN: 1817  
RECORDS: 1797-1817 (m/f)  
HISTORICAL NOTES: When established it was composed of South River and Goose Creek Monthly Meetings. It was established with the consent of Upper Quarterly Meeting.

425. MEETING: Western Quarterly Meeting  
LOCATION: western Pennsylvania  
SUPERIOR MEETING: Philadelphia Yearly Meeting  
HISTORICAL NOTES: Transferred to Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1790.

426. MEETING: Western Branch Monthly Meeting  
LOCATION: Isle of Wight County near Isle of Wight Court House (Nansemond County), VA  
ESTABLISHED: 1672  
LAID DOWN: 1844  
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Black Water Quarterly Meeting and consisted of meetings at Western Branch, Chuckatuck, Terrasco Neck, Murdaugh's, and Somerton. Vick's Meeting was subordinate to Western Branch Monthly Meeting for a time. In 1807 Blackwater Monthly Meeting was discontinued and the membership moved to Western Branch Monthly Meeting. It was often referred to as "The Branch." Also known as Isle of Wight Meeting.  
SEE ALSO: Blackwater Monthly Meeting, Chuckatuck Monthly Meeting, Somerton Monthly Meeting Orthodox, and Upper Monthly Meeting
427. MEETING: Western Branch Quarterly Meeting
SEE: Chuckatuck Quarterly Meeting

428. MEETING: Western Shore Quarterly Meeting
SEE: Baltimore Quarterly Meeting

429. MEETING: Westland Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Washington and Fayette Counties, PA, on the west side of the
Monogahela River
SUPERIOR MEETING: Fairfax and Warrington Quarterly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1785
HISTORICAL NOTES: Parented Sandy Hill Meeting ca. 1794. Became part of
Redstone Quarterly Meeting in 1797. Became part of Ohio Yearly Meeting when
that was formed in 1813.

430. MEETING: West Nottingham Preparative Meeting
LOCATION: Cecil County, MD
SUPERIOR MEETING: Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1710
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1730 it became a preparative meeting of Nottingham Monthly
Meeting. Between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Nottingham Monthly
Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1811 the "Little Brick Meeting House"
was built.

431. MEETING: West River Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Anne Arundel County, MD
ESTABLISHED: before 1670
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it consisted of meetings at Herring Creek, Indian Spring,
Clifts, Sandy Spring, West River, Elk Ridge, and Patuxent. Upper Machodocks
Meeting was subordinate to West River Meeting for a time. West River was
discontinued in 1784 but revived briefly as an indulged meeting, 1793-1796.
SEE ALSO: Clifts Monthly Meeting
432. MEETING: Weyanoke [Wayne Oak] Particular Meeting
LOCATION: Charles City County, VA, on the James River 3.6 miles southeast of Charles City Court House
SUPERIOR MEETING: Henrico Monthly Meeting and Upper Quarterly Meeting of Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: 1831
HISTORICAL NOTES: First known as James Howard's Meeting or Old Man Neck Meeting. In 1719 it was subordinate to Curles Monthly Meeting. In 1762 and 1781 it was subordinate to Henrico Monthly Meeting. Prior to being laid down it had become a monthly meeting. When it was laid down its members united with Richmond particular Meeting. There were several alternative spellings: Wayne Oak Swamp, Waynoak, Wayneoak, Whyanock, Wianoke, Wainoak, and Whyanoak.
SEE ALSO: Curles Monthly Meeting

433. MEETING: Wheeling Meeting
LOCATION: Wheeling, WV
ESTABLISHED: 1790
LAID DOWN: 1830
HISTORICAL NOTES: Also known as Head of Wheeling Meeting.

434. MEETING: Whippanoach Meeting
SEE: Amelia Meeting

435. MEETING: White Oak particular Meeting
SEE: White Oak Swamp Monthly Meeting

436. MEETING: White Oak Swamp Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: near Sandston, east of Richmond, Henrico County, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: 1700
LAID DOWN: 1841
HISTORICAL NOTES: The meeting house was built in 1723. In 1781 it consisted of Wayne Oak, Curles, and White Oak Particular Meetings and Skimino and Black Creek Meetings. The last meeting was held in the meeting house in 1807 with the membership moving to Wayne Oak Meeting. The meeting house was sold in 1808. It was also known as Henrico Monthly Meeting, Chickahominy Swamp Meeting, and Swamp Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Curles Monthly Meeting and Henrico Monthly Meeting

437. MEETING: Whitewater Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: Ohio [Actually Richmond, IN - TCH]
SUPERIOR MEETING: West Branch Quarterly Meeting
HISTORICAL NOTES: Removed from Baltimore Yearly Meeting in 1813.
438. MEETING: Whyanoak Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

439. MEETING: Whyanock Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

440. MEETING: Wianoke Meeting
SEE: Weyanoke Particular Meeting

441. MEETING: Will Butler's [Butler's] Meeting
LOCATION: near Petersburg, VA
ESTABLISHED: 1698
LAID DOWN: 1798
HISTORICAL NOTES: In 1762 it was subordinate to Blackwater Monthly Meeting.

442. MEETING: William Duff's Meeting
SEE: Duff William's Meeting

442A. MEETING: William Penn House Worship Group
LOCATION: 515 E. Capitol Street, SE, Washington, DC
SUPERIOR MEETING: Friends Meeting of Washington
ESTABLISHED: ca. 1966
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES:

443. MEETING: Williamsburg Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: St. Martins Episcopal Church, 1333 Jamestown Road, Williamsburg, VA 23185
SUPERIOR MEETING: Virginia Half Yearly Meeting
ESTABLISHED: March 1981
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FUM/FGC)

444. MEETING: Winchester Centre Monthly Meeting
LOCATION: corner of North Washington Street and West Piccadilly, Winchester, VA
SUPERIOR MEETING: Potomac Half Yearly Meeting
LAID DOWN: NA
HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC/FUM) Land was donated for a second house in 1817. The Centre Meeting House at Winchester was occupied by Southern troops during the first summer of the Civil War, captured by Union troops March 1862 and never used afterwards by Friends. The new Centre Meeting House was completed in 1871. Also known as Centre Meeting.
SEE ALSO: Centre Meeting

445. MEETING: Woodlawn Meeting
SEE: Alexandria Monthly Meeting
446. MEETING: York Monthly Meeting
   LOCATION: 135 W. Philadelphia Street, York, York County, PA 17404
   SUPERIOR MEETING: Warrington Quarterly Meeting
   ESTABLISHED: 1782, reestablished 1951
   LAID DOWN: NA
   RECORDS: 1786-1857 (m/f)
   HISTORICAL NOTES: (FGC) York Preparative Meeting was established in 1765. As Yorktown Meeting between 1761 and 1790 it was subordinate to Warrington Monthly Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1786 it became a monthly meeting consisting of York Preparative Meeting and Newberry Preparative Meeting, subordinate to Warrington and Fairfax Quarterly Meeting. Laid down in either 1853 or 1858 (depending on source). When laid down members transferred to Baltimore Monthly Meeting Western District. Reestablished as a monthly meeting in 1951.
   SEE ALSO: Warwick Meeting

447. MEETING: York and Warwick Meeting
   SEE: Warwick Meeting and York Monthly Meeting

448. MEETING: Yorktown Meeting
   SEE: York Monthly Meeting
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